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A B S T R A C T
A wide gap streamer chamber has been designed and 
constructed. Its performance in various modes has been 
investigated. It is shown that an angular accuracy of
1.5 m rad can be achieved for a 20 centimetre track.
The chamber has been applied to the study of 
multiple scattering of ICO Mev muons in one inch of lead. 
A large departure from theory has been observed, and 
the analysis has indicated a second narrow component of 
the distributi ;n of the particles plotted against the 
projected angles of scattering.
The chamber has been modified to study low energy 
particles.
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C H A P T E R  I 
INTRODUCTION
The spark chamber is the nest recent addition to the 
family of instruments Icnown as visual detectors of charged 
particles. It is a device in which the trajectories of 
charged particles in a noble gas are made visible by electrical 
sparks taking place almost along then. The main advantages of 
this visual technique are its very small time resolution (of 
the order of 1 microsecond), a rapid cycling rate which can go 
up to about 100 per sec., and above all, it can be triggered 
which makes it possible to record only the desired events, un­
like bubble chambers. These advantages, together with the 
isotropy of the streamer chamber can enable one to perform such 
experiments which might be impracticable with other visual 
techniques.
1.1. Early Development.
The standard equipment for particle detection in 1930's 
was the cloud chamber triggered by Geiger counters. But it
has two serious drawbacks. First, the device is slow to set 
in operation, and ionisation trails persist for a large fraction 
of a second, with the result that the number of incoming part­
icles must be limited, otherwise chamber pictures may contain 
more tracks than one can read. Secondly, only a few widely 
spaced plates may be placed in the chamber to see the inter­
action, otherwise the chamber will not work. If much material 
is required it must be a thick plate, with the result that the 
interaction takes place deep inside, where the tracks cannot be
/seen.
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seoR.
The bubble chamber developed by Glaser in early 1950's has 
an important virtue that it can be filled with various liquids 
such as liquid hydrogen, liquid propane etc. But the bubble 
ch-amber shares with emulsion method one serious disadvantage; 
it cannot be triggered. So one has to examine thousands of 
exposures for events of interest. It is exclusively used with 
large accelerators. Here a timing sequence expands the chamber 
before the bursts of particles arrive. After that at least a 
second is required for recovery. This puts a limit on its 
cycling rate.
In late 1940's a few physicists were trying to use electric­
al sparks to make tracks visible, Keuffel (1949) built several 
parallel plate spark counters, and suggested the use of arrays 
of them to obtain tracks. Conversi and Gozzine (1955) nade a 
hodoscope chamber, consisting of many neon-filled glass tubes 
stacked between a pair of parallel plates. They used a trigger­
ing device to apply a high voltage pulse on the plate when a 
charged particle had passed through the chamber. Only the neon 
tubes through which particle had passed glowed. The only defect 
of this chamber is that it gives a two dimensional view of 
particles tlxrco-dinpiisional path.
In 1957, Granshaw and de Beer made the next significant 
advance towards a practical spark chamber. They combined the 
parallel plate geometry of the spark counter with the pulse 
triggering technique of the hodoscope chamber, and made the
/first
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efficient spark chamber with six one cm gaps. They also used a 
clearing field to remove ions older than a few microseconds.
They used air which made the detection of two or more simultan­
eous tracks impossible. Also the puality of tracks was very 
poor.
In 1959, Fuloii and Miyamoto found that in neon several sim­
ultaneous particle trades of better quality could be seen. This 
was a most significant step.
In the air spark chamber primary ions are attached to 0^ 
molecules forming negative ions. A field of the order of 70 
to 100 kv/cm is required to detach them. This is about three 
times the voltage needed in the neon spark chamber. The recovery 
time in air is much longer.
Subsequently, Co36k (1961) Cronin (1961) and others con­
structed a variety of multiplate spark chambers and operated them 
successfully in accelerator beams.
1.2. Gaseous Processes.
Townsend first studied the spark breakdown phenomena in 
gases and gave a theoretical explanation which was later modified 
by Meek and Raether,
1.2.1 - Townsend theory of spark breakdown:-
Townsend studied the variation of the current in a gap between 
plane parallel electrodes, as a function of applied electric 
field. With increasing field the current increases and attains
/a
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a naxinun value corresponding to the number of primary electrons 
which are collected by anode. At higher fields the maximum 
current increases at a rate which increases rapidly with field. 
This is due to ionisation of gas by electron collision* and 
called gas amplification. The process is cumulative. The 
positive ions also produce secondary electrons by bombardment 
on the cathode. The current in the gap can be expressed as
i = exp(ocd) 1.1
where is the number of secondary electrons produced by a single 
primary electron per unit length of its path, and is called 
Townsend's first ionisation coefficient; d is the gap width.
Other inelastic collisions taking place are the formation of 
notastable atoms, and electron excitation resulting in the 
emission of photons which produce photo ionisation.
If the secondary process on the cathode is also considered 
the number of secondary electrons in the gap can be expressed as
IVliere y is the number of electrons released from the 
cathode per incident positive ion, and is called Townsend's 
second ionisation coefficient.
At low voltage gradients y(exp(cC(()-l) is zero, and it 
increases with the gradient until it finally becomes unity.
y(exp(Kd)-l) = 1 1*5
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Tlius 11 ill expression 1.2 becomes indeterminate.
At breakdown cX is sncn that exp(c<d)>)> 1. Therefore the 
Townsend sparking criterion was
Y exp(©Cd) = 1 1.4
Electron avalanches have been studied with cloud chamber.
The electron avalanche appears as a cone sb.apod cloud with apex 
towards the cathode, and the axis in the direction of the field.
The Townsend criterion for the formation of sparks has been 
found in general agreement with experiment for breakdown of gases at 
reduced pressures. On the basis of the gamma mechanism the 
formative tine should correspond to the time of movement of 
positive ions across the gap. This is observed for small gaps 
at low gas pressures. But in oscillographic studies of the develop­
ment of long sparks at atmospheric pressure, much higher speeds pf 
formation are recorded, and these correspond to electron movement 
across the gap. These short formative times occur when the gap 
is subjected to impulse voltages of only 2 or 3% above the 3.0. 
breakdown voltage. But with smaller over voltages longer formative 
times can occur, which correspond to the tine of transit of positive 
ions across the gap. The impulse breakdown voltage of gaps between 
a positive point and a negative plane appears to be independent of 
the cathode material. Further, the cathode effect can hardly 
explain the growth of lightning discharge from a cloud. Thus, the 
Townsend theory cannot describe the mechanism of breakdown of 
large gaps at atmospheric pressure.
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1.2.2. .otroaiier theory of spark formation:- This theory was
proposed by Meek (1940) and independently by Raether (1940). It
has been elaborated by Leeb, Meek, Raether, and now generally 
referred to as the streamer fiieory. Its basis is the considera­
tion of individual electron avalanches, the transition from an 
avalanche into a streamer and the mechanism for the advance of 
streamers. The theory involves ionisation processes depending on 
the gas only, including ionisation by electron collision according 
-hn the Townsend, a-mechanisn, photoionisation, the Penning effect 
and the space charge field effects caused by avalanches and 
streamers.
When a charged particle passes through the gas of the 
chamber, it leaves a trail of ions, i.e. electrons and positive 
ions. These primary electrons are accelerated in the applied 
field and cause further ionisation by collision. VJlien one of the 
original electrons has moved in the direction of the applied field, 
a distance x, the number of electrons created is exp(ax). The 
process is rapidly cumnulative and is termed "electron avalanche".
In a field of a magnitude required to cause breakdown, the electrons
n
travel at a speed of the order of ICrcm/sec., while positive ions 
move with a velocity of the order of lO^cm/sec. Thus the positive ions 
may be considered stationary in comparison with rapidly moving elec­
trons, The avalanche develops across the gap as a cloud of electrons, 
behind which is left a positive ion space charge. The space charge 
field distorts the external field. Outside the avalanche the space
/charge
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chargü alignent s the external field.
When the voltage applied is in excess of the iiininiiii breakdown 
value, the space charge field within the avalanche attains a value 
of the order of the external field, before the avalanche reaches 
tlie anode. The densely ionised gas inside the avalanche emits photons 
which produce photoelectrons. These electrons initiate auxiliary 
avalanches outside the main avalanche. The greatest multiplication 
in these auxiliary avalanches occurs along the axis of the main 
avalanche where the space charge field supplements the external 
field. The positive ions left behind by these auxiliary avalanches 
effectively lengthen and intensify the space charge of the main 
avalanche. Thus the process develops as a self propogating 
streamer. The streamers proceed across the gap to form a conducting 
filament of highly ionised gas between the electrodes. This makes 
the initial stage of the spark channel through which the external 
circuit discharges.
In a small distance dx at the end of a path x, the number of 
ion pairs produced is exp(c<x)bx, and these are contained in a 
volume TTT cLx.. The electron density is then given by
=  oC J L y ô p  I ' f T
1.5
where y  is the radius of the avalanche head which is assumed to be 
spherical.
The space charge field strength at a distance Y  is given by 
In m.k.s. units 1
£5 = eoL iix.>6=<^)/3'77ép
/r )
where e is the electron charge and éo is the permittivity constant.
The space charge field is of the order of applied field when
e; lo
1.7
oCâCc ^  A O
DicJcey (1952) indicated that the nujiber of electrons which 
finally had to be formed to produce the observed cuirrent, and thus, 
a significant change in electrode potential should be of the order 
of 10^^.
Thus, it seems t]iat the transition from avalanche to streamer
takes place when the number of electrons in the avalanche reaches 
8
10 , but the collapse of voltage occurs when it is 10
When an avalanche initiates streamer formation in midgap
region, the streamers are both anode directed and cathode directed. 
(Fig.1.1). In the case of positive streamers or cathode directed 
streamers, photons produce photoelectrons ahead of streamers and 
these initiate avalanches which develop towards the tip of the 
streamer, because ofthe attraction of the positive space charge 
field surrounding the tip. Each auxiliary avalanche causes an 
extension of the streamer tip. In tliis way the streamer advances 
towards the cathode. The negative streamers grow as a result of 
auxiliary avalanches developing away from the streamer tip.
For successful operation of the spark chamber the magnitude
of the electric field should be so chosen that the value of ^  in 
the gas used is sufficiently high to satisfy Meek's criterion before
/the
#
CATHODE ANODE
Fig. - 4*1-  Streamer Propogation'
Gases a, Ion Pairs / Cm.
Sp. Ion. 
Ion Pairs/Cm
Atmo.Press.5KV/Cm ,10KV/CK 15/KV/m
He. 6 60 ^ 154- 8
Ne. 23 68 ISO 25
Ar. 0.6' 6 60 40
 ^ 114 170 380 25
Table-1.1-Townsend coefficient and specific ionisation 
in different gases.*
A)
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the avalanche roaches the anode. primarily depends upon the
nature of the gas. Its value in a particular gas increases as 
the applied field is increased. Since the total number of 
electrons in an avalanche also depends upon the number of primary 
electrons, the gas should be so chosen that the number of primary 
ions and Are both high. Table 1.1. shows that neon with a 
very small admixture of argon is the most suitable gas. But neon 
is very dear, so it can be mixed with a certain proportion of 
helium without any harm. About 70% neon and 30% helium used in 
this work, is the most widely used gas. Commercially pure neon 
has always a small proportion of argon. The presence of a small 
proportion of a^gon in neon acts in the following way.
H a .  fry 4-6 -f
In the case of pure neon, electrons, in addition to producing 
ionization, raise neon more frequently to an excited state, which 
then does not improve the production factor of the electron. When 
argon is present the excited neon collides with argon and ionizes 
it 'Druyvesteyn and Penning, 194-0). This is called Penning effect. 
The table below shows the ionisation potentials and energy of met­
astable states of some gases (Meek and Craggs 1953).
Gas Ionization poten. metastable states
zirgon 15.8 ev. 11.4-9 ev. and 11.66 ev.
Helium 24.6 ev. 19.8 ev.
Neon 21.6 ev. 16.53 ev. and 16.62 ev.
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1.3. The Multiplate Spark CIiai:iber.
When the spark formation is used for the detection of the tracks 
of charged particles, the electric field is applied in the form of 
a fast rising high voltage pulse on the electrodes. It is essential 
that this pulse should arrive within one microsecond of the passage 
of the particles tlirough the ch.amber. The amplitude of the high 
voltage pulse should be well above the d.c, sparking voltage of 
the gap, and the rise time should be very small, otherwise most of 
the primary electrons night be swept out of the gap before the field 
reaches its peak value. In small gap chambers, a small clearing 
field is also essential to remove electrons produced by random 
processes. The clearing field is arranged in such a way that the 
transit time of an electron to cross the gap is twice the delay time 
between the passage of the particle and initial rise of the high 
voltage pulse. In wide gap chambers a small clearing field is not 
effective, and when a high clearing field is applied it produces a 
large lateral shift between the track and the spark (Brookes, 1965). 
The memory time and recovery time can be reduced by adding some 
organic gas or vapour.
In the multiplate chamber we get a series of sparks which 
define the track. Study of streamer density (chapter 4.2)
shows that only two streamers per centimetre of the track develop 
fully and others are suppressed. Thus in multiplate chambers of gap 
width about 5 :"ins, only one avalanche in each gap would develop 
fully. The electric field near it would tend to be enhanced in the
/direction
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direction of the applied field. The streamer propogation and the 
spark would then follow the direction of the applied field. This 
eicplains why the sparks in small gaps rarely follow the inclined 
tracks. Thus the multiplate spark chambers are actually track 
sampling devices. Thus to construct tracks from the sparks the 
mean alignment point of sparks with the track has to be found.
From the process of the spark mechanism in small gaps, it is 
clear that the electrons nearest the cathode are most effective 
in forming avalanches. In agreement with this Rutherglen and 
Patterson (1961) have found that the mean alignment point is at 
about O.â-of the electrode spacing from the cathode. This holds 
good for zero clearing field. In the presence of a clearing 
field, the electrons move in a direction normal to the plate, with 
the result that the mean alignment point of the sparks relative 
to the original track also moves. By examining a large number 
of angled tracks the mean alignment point for a particular track 
can be found.
The efficiency of such 0. chamber for a track making an angle 
more than 40° with the vertical is very small. The photograph 
of a typical track is shown in Fig. 1.2. (Mishra, 1966).
1.4, Pischargo Ghamber,
The discharge chamber which is also called the projection 
chamber was first made by Fuloii and Miyamoto (1961). It is a 
delineating chamber of very simple operation. The chamber was 
a box with glass walls about 1 cm. wide. A conductive transparent
/(SnOg)
Fig.1.2— Typical cosmic ray tracks in a multigap spark 
chamber
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(SnO^) coating on two opposite surfaces forms the electrodes 
(Fig, 1,5.). The high voltage pulse is applied when the particle 
passes through the chamber parallel to the electrodes. The track 
is indicated by many streamers connecting the two electrodes and is 
viewed through the transparent electrodes. The length of the pulse 
is about 0,1 microsecond. The important property of such a chamber 
is that the energy of the discharge is shared by many partial dis­
charges. The remarkable difference from the spark chamber with 
metallic electrodes is that the electric field in the gap does not 
drop rapidly as a consequence of the large surface resistivity of 
glass. The main limitation is that the chamber provides a plane 
projection of the trajectory. The recovery time is of the order 
of 0,1 or 0.2 sec. Stainless steel wire mesh has also been used 
as transparent electrodes. A discharge chamber with a 6 cm gap 
has been made by Charpabk (1965), he used a helium-neon mixture, 
commonly known as "fenegal" saturated with Halogen vapours. The
high voltage used was of the order of 2Kv/cm. The pulse length 
was very large, several microseconds. The addition of halogen
reduces the working voltage by increasing the amplification, and
lowers the recovery time, but on the other hand, it makes the
q'laHty of the tracks very poor,
1.5- Wide Gap Chamber
The wide gap spark chamber was first reported by Borisov (1962).
He used gaps of 4,5 and 10 cm, and a field of 14 Kv/cm. He said
that sparks traced the tracks up to an angle of incidence of 40° 
Alildianian (1966) used a single gap of about 20 cm. gap width.
High voltage pulses of amplitude 60-80 Kv and duration 10"^ sec.
SIDE VIEW F r o n t  v i e w
GLASS
B O X
l a r g e  c o n d u c t i v e  g l a s s  PLATE
Fig. 1.3— Discharge ( or Prpjection) chamber—  by Fukui and 
Miyamoto (1961).
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wero obtained with a Marx generator (chapter 2.4). Good quality 
tracks naking an ,angle up to 40° with the vertical were observed.
The chaiiber was placed in a magnetic field of 5 Kilogauss and curved 
trajectories were seen. The momentum measured was in good agreement 
with the momentum selected by means of absorbers and coincidence- 
autt-coincidence arrangement, Garron (1964) made a 40 cm wide 
gap chamber. He used a field of 10 Kv/cm and measured the momentum 
of cosmic rays. In a magnetic field of 13.3 KGauss an accuracy of 
- 1.4% for a momentum of 1 Bev/c was obtained. In a 40 cm long 
bubble ch,amber the accuracy cannot be better than - 2.4%.
The maximum dotactable momentum is a wide gap spark chamber 
mna streamer chamber is an order of magnitude better than cloud or 
Rubble chamber. This is possible-because thermal disturbances and
distortions due to the mechanical displacement of the working 
medium are absent. The maximum detachable momentum depends upon 
the error in measurement of sagitta, which is about 0.003 cm. in 
a wide gap chamber.
In the expression for maximum measurable momentum
p. = 3 o o C e " « y g ( 5 , j )  i.s
Po is the maximum momentum in ev/c, 1 is the track length in 
Cm, B is the magnetic field in gauss and ^s is the error in sagitta. 
If a wide gap chamber track one metre in length is placed in a 
magnetic field of 10^ Gauss,
V 4
Po 4-00 1.9
d C o - 0 0 5 )
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The intensity of the spark decreases rapidly when the angle 
between the trajectory and the electric field increases beyond 33°. 
The mechanism describing how the spark follows the trajectory was 
proposed by Fuloii and Miyamoto (1961). The enlargement of the 
neighbouring electron avalanches may cause geometrical merging.
Then the space charge field is so large that the resultant field 
is almost along the trajectory, with the result that the streamer 
■''as a tendency to follow it. For this to happen the lateral dist­
ance between adjacent avalanches must be small so that the merger
may occur. This distance is such that adjacent avalanches overlap
each other. Something similar may happen wlien there is an electric­
al attraction between opposite ends of each pair of adjacent 
avalanches.
If d be the distance between the centre of adjacent avalanches, 
Y tlie radius defined by electron diffusion and 0 the angle between 
the trajectory and the field, then the first of the above condi­
tions would be satisfied when
s, r. © ^  a. k y/w 1.10
and the second condition when I , 1.11
a k j / c /
(Fig.1.4)
h
combing the two we get
tiun $  4  P-'/kt
If k,and k^ are of the order of unity, we have
a 4 45
Fig.1.4 (a) Geometrical merge of the adjacent avalanches
Fig. 1.4 (b) Attraction between opposite ends of adjacent 
avalanches.
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Bolotove' et al, (1965) have shovni that the first condition 
is the nain condition for discharge developnent along the track.
The avalanche radius can be expressed as
=(vj) Ie)
where x is the distance through which the original electron 
has novod in the direction of electric field, D the diffusion 
coefficient and k_the electron nobility.
Fron Meek’s criterion we get ^
and fron the expression for D (Kaye and Laby 1966)
X>/k . - p p/xe
where, is the ratio of the ne an agitation energy of electron
2
to that of gas nolecules, P the nornal pressure in dynes/cn ,
/y the nunber of gas nolecules per cn^ of the gas and e the 
ele ctronic charge«
Gonbining the equations ld5, 1.14 and 1.15 we get
T
and substituting this value of Y in equation 1,10 we get
s n  a ^ d/ol) [
This is not a Quantitative relation, because of the lack of 
quantitative infornation about the effect of the space charge field 
and photoionisation on discharge developnent. In the case of 
high concentration of ions anhtpolar diffusion might be more
/effective .
—16—
The anbi'polar diffushori' /) / C K ^ / k J)
where is the nobility of positive ions.
On considering this the equation 1.16 becomes
À qualitative comparison can be made between calculated and 
experimental values of Gmax.
If pressure is increased the only term on the right hand 
side altered significantly will be d (it will decrease) and 
therefore 0max should increase. Bolotove et al. (1966) have 
determined ©max in different gases for pressures up to 5 atmospheres, 
raid have found that this prediction holds.
1.6. Streamer Chamber
In the streamer chamber which is a new and evolved form of 
spark chamber, the H.V. pulse is applied only for a very limited 
time ('^  20 ns.), with the result that only the gas amplification 
process is used and practically no current passes between the 
electrodes. In this node the tracks are depicted just by the 
arrested streamers, with the result that tracks at all angles may 
be detected - i.e. complete isotropy is possible.
An important step in the development of streamer chamber was 
taken by Alikhaniam et al. (1963) who studied the discharge mode in 
a wide gap chamber by applying pulses of 500 ns. length. They were 
able to obtain complete circular tracks for electrons of 34 Mev.
/when
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when the chamber was placed in a magnetic field. The first genuine
streamer chamber was reported by Chikovani et al. (1954). By
using Jin H.V. pulse of very short length they were able ïo check 
the development of the streamers at a stage when they were just 
sufficiently luminous to be photographed. Tracks appeared as a 
series of luminous centres when the field was of the order of. 
ICKv/cm. It was found that as the field was increased, and the 
length of the pulse decreased, the streamer became smaller and 
more intense. Such a chamber is capable of registering tracks of 
the particles originating in the chamber itself.
The most recent addition to this family of instruments is the
avalanche chamber reported by Gygi and Schneider (1966). Using 
an almost triangular pulse of 3 0 0 Ev amplitude and 5 ns base length 
across a chamber of 10 cm. gap width they were able to limit the 
discharges to single avalanches of about 1 mm, i.e. the growth 
into streamers was prevented. Since the avalanches cannot be seen 
they were only able to photograph them by means of image intensifier. 
This form of chamber does have the advantage, however, that ionisa­
tion measurements are possible.
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C H A P T E R 2
THS DESIGN AHD CONSTRUCTION OF STREilhlR CHAMBER SYSTEM
2.1. General Principles.
The' apparatus as a whole can he split up into two parts.
First is the chamber itself and second the associated electronics 
including detectors, logic, trigger amplifier and high voltage 
switch (Fig. 2.1.),
Charged cosmic ray particles passing right through the 
chamber are detected by the scintillation counters placed above 
and below the chamber, and the resulting pulses are fed into a 
coincidence circuit. The output of the coincidence circuit oper­
ates the trigger amplifier. The very fast rising output pulse of 
the trigger amplifier, which is a few Kv in amplitude, makes the 
high voltage switch work. In the wide gap chamber the high voltage 
switch consists of a Marx generator which is an arrangement of low 
inductance rapid discharge condensers and spark gaps, which are so 
connected that they are charged in parallel, but discharged in 
series. The whole electronics system should be so fast that over­
all delay between the passage of the charged particle tlirough the 
chamber and the initial rise of the high voltage pulse on the chamber 
must be loss than a microsecond.
In the wide gap spark chamber the duration of the high voltage 
pulse (and hence the field) is adjusted by a shunt resistance 
connected between the earthed and high voltage plates. Its value 
is so chosen that the pulse length is between half a microsecond
/and
a: 2
-j
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aiid one microsecond. This arrangement is not found suitable for 
streamer chamber operation, -^here the length of the H.V. pulse must 
be less than 50 nanosec. To achieve such a pulse, a shaping circuit 
is included between the Marx generator and the chamber. By means of 
this circuit (chap.2,5.2.) the front of the pulse can be improved 
and its length can be adjusted to any value without affecting the
amplitude,
2.2. Triggering Scintillation-Counters.
In the development and subsequent study of the streariier 
chamber, cosmic ray particles have been employed. They were 
detected with two scintillation counters that consisted of circular 
plastic (NE102A) phosphors of 10.5 inches diameter, and about 1 
inch thick, coupled by a short light guide to eleven stage photo­
multiplier tubes (EMI6O97O). Each assembly was placed in a light 
tight metal casing.
Noise and signal to noise ratio:-
There is always a natural lower limit to all measuring 
processes. In the case of photomultipliers this limit is set by 
random fluctuations in the residual current which might be supposed 
to be due to the irregular emission of single electrons. Such 
fluctuations are called "shot noise".
Fluctuation in voltages also appear across coupling resistors 
depending upon their abolute temperature. They are called "thermal 
noise" or "Johnson noise".
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Ii the random pulses are counted, over an interval of tine, 
the numbers will be found to vary about their average value. The 
standard deviation is a measure of the noise. If the number is 
very large
6" 2.1
vile re (g is the standard deviation, i, the current measured 
over a time t.
The root mean square value of the voltage fluctuation
se/c 2-2
If this voltage appears across a resistor R, then
R l  - 2.3
t = l/2Af, where Af is the bandwidth.
Thus the r.m.s. fluctuation of the voltage
f i t  -  2.4
The value of i, the photocurrent is very small. So it is 
necessary to use a high value of R. Then the thermal fluctuations 
of charge density along the resister, which gives rise to "johnson 
noise" becomes important.
The r.m.s. value of "Jolinson noise" is (O.leRA.-)^  at 300‘^K,
If G be the multiplication produced by the secondary emission
process, the minimum output r.m.s. noise current would be
G(2eiAf)2 , The anode current I = Gi.
The total r.m.s. noise voltage is
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If RI ^  Ü.Ü5/G, "Johnson noise" will not predominate, 
which is easily achieved. (Sharpe, 1961).
In this scintillation counter, a peak signal of 2 volts was 
obtained. The anode load was 10 K and EHT, 2KV. Thus the peak 
anode current is 0.2ml and gain can be typically taken to be&8 
, since maximum gain at 24-00 volts has been quoted to be as
Q
10 . Using a bandwidth of 1 Hc/s, the r.m.s, noise voltage comes 
to be as 0,08 volt.
Noise level seen on the oscilloscope, after dissociating the 
pnoto: lultiplier from the crystal, was 0.1 volt. Therefore peak 
signal to noise ratio was 20.
Comparison of signal plus noise and noise distributions:- 
The counter pulses were amplified by an I.D.L. amplifier to a maxi­
mum of about 8 volts and fed into a multichannel analyser which 
was set for 100 channels. The distribution of cosmic rays was
r
first recorded, and then the crystal was removed, and the distribu­
tion of noise pulses only was recorded. The two distrubutions have 
been compared in Fig.2.2. The noise peak seems to have shifted 
slightly. At about channel number 10, the noise counts have 
dropped down to a negligibly small value. In the actual experiment 
the counter pulses wore amplified to about 30 volts and the 
discriminator bias was fixed at -3 volts.
2.3. Electronics
The signals from the scintillation counters initiate a sequence 
of operations that culminate in the application of a 24-0 Kv pulse 
to the plates of the chamber. This is achieved with the /units
15X10
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Signal with noise 
Noise only
BIAS SET HERE
16 IS 20
CHANNEL NO.
Fig, 2.2- Pulse height distribution of cosmic rays from plastic 
Scintillators compared with Photomultiplier noise.
©
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units shown in l''ig. 2.1, and those are described in detail in the 
following sections.
2.$.lr - Anplifier/Discrininator - I.D.L. wide band linear amplifiers 
v/Jiich have built in voltage discriminators, were used.
The 2 volt pulses were amplified to about $0 volts, and the 
square 15 volt output pulses from the discriminator were further 
reduced to 4- volts with a potentiometer before entering the coinci­
dence circuit. The time of transit of the pulse tlirough the 
amplifier was measured to be 60 ns.
2.3^2- - Coincidence circuit - Transistor and diode coincidence
circuits were used in the beginning, but it was found that after
firing the chamber a few times the transistors were invariably
destroyed. Accordingly, the semiconductor devices were removed and
t^ iG circuit re-designed with valves, which could withstahd the
pick- -up and feed-back pulses.
The valve Used was tht which is a pentode, heilson and
James (1955) used a pentode coincidence circuit in which they
applied the in%)ut pulses to the control and screen grids which were
negatively biased to keep the valve normally cut off. The valve
conducts only during the time of overlap. In the writer's experience
this arrangement gave a very small output. It seems that in this
case the anode current was very small.
In the circuit used in this work (Fig.2.5) the input signals
were applied to the control and suppressor grids which were
negatively biased. For two properly coincident pulses, a negative
output of about three volts amplitude was obtained, nn advantage
/of
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Pig.-2.3- Coincidence Circuit
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of this circuit was that there was no signal at all in the absence 
of a coincidence.
For Cosnic rays, the coincidence counting rate was found to be 
about 2 to 4 per ninute, over the goenetry of the apparatus.
fhe chance coincidence was found to be about one in four hours.
The tine of transit of the pulse through this circuit was 
neasured to be about 10 nanosecond,
2,3.3* - Trigger anplifier - It consists of four stages. The first 
is a pentode (E 180 F) æiplifier, the second a secondary enission 
pentode (EFP60), the third a cathode follower, using EL 360 and the 
fourth is a bean power tetrode (CV4-082) which forms the final 
amplifying stage, (Fig.2.4).
The first stage is a simple amplifier. In nornal conditions 
the valve is partially conducting. The negative coincidence output 
cuts the valve off, giving a positive output. The amplitude is about 
20 volts. Such a big pulse is entirely necessary for the successful 
operation of the next stage, the SFP60.
The EEF60 is a radio frequency pentode which contains an extra 
electrode (dynodo) placed between the anode and the suppressor grid.
The dynode is kept positive with respect to the cathode. The 
electrons strike it after emerging from the cathode grid structure. 
The dynode surface is sensitised to emit a copious number of second­
ary electrons, on the average about four for each incident electron. 
Almost all the secondary electrons leaving the dynode are attracted 
to the anode which is at a higher potential.
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There are three special features of this valve.
i) The ratio of the mutual conductance (between control grid and 
anode) to the total anode capacitance is between two and three
times that found in the case of ordinary r.f. pentodes. This is 
particularly useful when the valve is used as a linear amplifier.,
ii) ii net current flows out of the dynode into the external circuit 
and it increases in magnitude when the central rrid potential is 
raised. Therefore the signal appearing across a load resistor 
placed in the dynode circuit is in phase with the grid signal, and
amplification can be obtained without phase inversion,
iii) Since the anode current is several times the cathode current, 
regeneration by feed-back from anode to cathode can be obtained.
A 20 volt positive pulse from the E180F is applied to the grid
which is negatively biased, A positive output of about 140 volta
amplitude appears across a 22 load in the dynode circuit.
The rise tine of the pulse is about 20 nsec.
The EL360 is used as a cathode follower. It is necessary 
14,
because GQrre&t amplification in 140 volt pulse from the EFP60 
improves tkf Irise time of the output pulse of CV4082 and reduces 
the delay which is larger when the cathode follower is not used?
The CV4082 is a beam tetrode in which the secondary electr^^ 
emission is suppressed by concentrating the electrons between the 
screen grid and the anode in such a way that the resulting space 
charge density lends to sufficient lowering of the potential. In
/order
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order to make the potential drop large for complete suppression 
the space-charge density and therefore also the current density 
must be large enoigh. This is why beam tetrodes are mainly used 
in power amplifiers where large currents are needed. A beam tetrode 
has a larger anode to screen current ratio than an equivalent 
pentode, and this ratio is constant over a larger range of anode 
currents. This is obtained by the use of an electron optic 
technique in its construction. The control grid and the screen 
grid are aligned. The resulting field then forces the electrons 
to pass between the screen grid wires, reducing the screen cuivrent. 
The electron paths in the screen anode region diverge less than in o 
ordinary pentodes. TTiis leads to a higher space charge density, 
which is further enhanced by tlie use of beam plates. The beam 
plates concentrate the electrons in a limited region between g^ 
and a. The distance between anode and screen is made large so 
that a sufficient potential drop may occur.
Normally this valve remains cut off. When 140v positive 
pulse from EL560 is applied to the control grid, the valve conducts, 
giving rise to a 6Kv negative pulse rising in about 10 nsec. This 
pulse is used to trigger a 28 . Kv pulse which fires the Ilarx 
generator. The delay over the whole trigger amplifier was 60 nsec.
2,4. Auxiliary spark gap giving 28 Kv pulse.-
The 6Kv pulse from the trigger amplifier was not sufficient 
to fire 60 Kv, the charging voltage of the Harx generator. Therefore 
an intermediate switch working at 28 Kv was included.
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This switch consisted of a storage capacitor and a spark gap 
(Fig.2.5). Two rapid discharge condensers (each 5C00 pF and 15 KvA
working) of very low inductance, were connected in series. The 
spark gap was made up of two stainless steel electrodes, each 
about one inch in diameter. The earthed electrode is hollow with 
a 3 hole on the top. The hollow soace is packed up with Tufnol 
having a central hole through which passes the 1 mm diameter tung­
sten trigger electrode. In the space between the electrode and the 
tungsten wire was placed a barium titanate annulus with an inner 
dia.,ieter of about 1 mm and an outer of about 3 nii. The tip of the 
tungsten wire was level with the surfaces of the barium titanate 
annulus, and the earthed electrode. The BaTiO^ did not fit 
tightly into the hole in the electrode, i.e. there was a small air 
gap.
By the use of the BaTiC^, the electrical field was intensified, 
advantage was taken of the effect that:- "the reduction of electric 
field in an insulator due to its dielectric constant causes over­
volt ing of an adjacent air gap (Lavoi et al. 1964).
If a cylinder of dielectric constant k, inner radius Yp 
outer radius is inserted in a cylindrical gap of inner radius 
Y^ and outer radius Y/j_, the field at either electrode is intensified 
by the ratio
ft- +  2.6
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Fig, 2.5a—  Basic circuit of the MARX GENERATOR.
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Fig.2,5b— Design of the Intermediate spark gap and the First 
spark gap of the Marx Generator.
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Fig.2,5(d)-Photograph of the side of the Marx Generator 
showing the resistors.
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Jospito the end effects present in the actual spark gap, this 
equation gives a good estimation of the ratio. In the present case
P = 3» The 6 ex. ( K. has dielectric constant of over 1000, and 
being corariic it is strongly resistant to spark heating. It lasts 
for over 5 ni H i  on sparJcs.
The 6Kv pulse fron the trigger anplifier produces  ^spark 
between the tungsten wire and the earthed electrode. Photons 
fron this spark ionise the air gap above the If.iird H.V. electrode 
and cause a very rapid breakdown. Since the storage capacitors 
have been charged to +28 Kv, a negative pulse of amplitude about
28 Kv and rise tine 8 ns. is created. This pulse is used to jure 
the Marx generator.
By the use of bariun titanate, the delay over the high voltage 
switch is reduced to 10 ns.
2.3. Marx Generator
2.3.1. - V/ or king principle:- In the work that has been described 
so far, Harx Generators (M.G) have been preferred for the production 
of the high voltages that have to be applied to the streaner 
chanber.
Tlie basic principle of these devices (Pig.2.3a) is the 
multiplication of voltage, when a nunber of condensers ea?e charged 
in parallel and discharged in series. If there are n condensers, 
each charged to a voltage V, then on being suddenly connected in 
series, the effective capacitance would be 1/n of each capacitance
/and
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and therefore the nominal voltage = nV. However, because of 
the voltage drop over the internal impedance of the li.G., the actual 
output voltage across a resistive load is somewhat smaller than 
the nominal. This mechanism of switching over from parallel to 
series is provided by spark gaps, l/lien the first gap is made to 
fire by the trigger pulse, there is sudden application of over­
voltage acri)ss the second gap which soon breaks down. In the 
sa 10 way the successive gaps break down in turn, l/lien there is no 
spark in the chanber the pulse decays with ' a time constant G^ H, 
where Gq is the effective capacitance of the M.G. and R is the 
shunt re si stanc e.
A nuiiber of techniques have been employed to achieve the 
optinun performance of these generators; one of these is the use of 
8: tall value condensers (Pig. 2.5c), to couple the adjacent stages. 
The effect is to improve the pulse front ,r,nd reduce the time of 
transit of the pulse. They act in the following way.
The time lag between the breakdown of suicidessive spark 
gaps depends upon the magnitude of overvoltage, which in the case 
of a particular gap depends upon the number of gaps already fired. 
Therefore, when many gaps have sparked, larger would become the 
overvoltage for the remaining gaps, with the result that the time 
lag between successive breakdowns would become shorter and shorter. 
This tine %ag is mainly due to the inductances of the condensers 
and spark gaps. Due to the small overvoltage and time lag, the 
output pulse rises slowly in the beginning. The overvoltage can
/be
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be increased and time lag reduced, by using coupling condensers.
Their introduction allows one to apply a hundred per cent^ over­
voltage on the second gap independently of the number of stages,
tViif the first gap has already fired. After the (n-l) breakdown, the 
n^^ gap receives an overvoltage of (n-l)V, The capacitance of 
coupling condensers should be very very small in comparison to that 
of the n.G. This gives much faster rising pulse with small 
de lay,
The properties which a M.G. must possess are low internal 
impedance, rapid rise-time, and short delay. A M.G. can have these 
properties only when the condensers have low inductances, of the 
order of a fraction of a microhenery, when the spark gaps are 
ionised by the photons from the previous gaps, and when they are 
rapidly overvoltaged. As the number of stages increases the 
effective inductance also increases, which makes the rise-time 
of the pulse worse. The M.G. used by Garron (1964) had 15 
stages and a rise-timo of about 15 to 20 n.s. Chikovani (1965) 
found it was possible even if the inductances were considerable, 
to improve the rise-time by incorporating a pulse-shaping 
arrangement after the M.G. Gygi and Schneider (1964) built a 
M.G. with BaTiO^ capacitors, and low value coupling capacitors, and 
were able to produce pulses rising in 2 nanoseconds.
2.5.2. Design of the Marx-Generator - In the present M.G. very 
large paper condensers have been used. The total inductance of 
the four capacitors used is 0.8 micrhenery (0.2 microhenery each),
/but
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but with the use of coupling capacitors and a pulse shaping 
circuit pulses of up to 240 Kv in amplitude and rising in about 
5-6 nanoseconds have been obtained.
This M.G. consists of four rapid discharge capacitors, 4000 PK 
each (60 Kv working), and four spark gaps. There are three 
coupling capacitors, 2 each, having polystyrene as dielectric 
(Pig. 2.50).
Coaxial design has been preferred because it is easier to 
make and the internal inductance is nininun, (Keller, 1966).
The condensers were fixed on a G feet x 1 foot perspex board, and 
enclosed on two sides by 6 feet x 1-g foot perspex held by means 
of nylon screws. The resistors were placed outside on the 
vertical walls. They are all Dubillier, 20 watts, 25 Kv working.
The spark electrodes were screwed directly on to the capacitors.
The first 60 Kv spark gap electrodes were made of stainless steel. 
The high voltage electrode was a hemisphere of an inch and a 
quarter in diameter, and the earthed electrode was a one inch 
dicLmeter hollow hemisphere with 5 nn thick wall. Its top surface 
had a 6 nn diameter hole in the centre, (Pig. 2.5b). The inside 
was packed up with Tufnol having a 2 mm diameter central hole 
through which passed the tungsten trigger electrode. The other 
spark gaps were made up of hard steel spheres, half an inch in 
diameter. The upper open face was covered by polystyrene foam, 
and the coupling capacitors were placed on the top. The top could 
be opened for gap adjustment. The coupling condensers have
/aluminium
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aliminiun electrodes, which are 2 inches in diameter and 1/8 inch
thick. Their sui'faces are well polished and edges rounded off,
2,8 cm thick polystyrene slab serves as dielectric, which is
projecting out in all directions to prevent the breakdown of the
edges. Connecting cables are push fitted into the holes in the
sides of 'hie electrodes.
There are two very important requirements for rapid breakdown
of spark gaps - one, quick Syndication of overvoltage across them
and the other, the presence of some electrons in the gaps, 2?F 
coupling capacitors help in the fulfilment of the first requirement.
The second can be obtained if the photons from the sparks in the first
gap are reflected from the side walls and thus brought into the
gaps. This was achieved by painting the entire inside surface with
Dulux (I.e.I.) Brilliant iVhite Emulsion which is a plastic paint.
This provides an optical path linkage for photons between successive
gaps.
2.3.3. Circuit Analysis - The il.G. circuit can be regarded as an 
LCR network, and the shape and size of the high voltage pulse, 
generated by it can be theoretically obtained using a Laplace 
transform of the equation representing the potential drop across 
the different components of the network, at a particular instant of 
time after the first gap has been fired.
In the equivalent circuit of the H.G. (Fig.2.6), C^ is the 
effective total capacitance, L-, the total inductance of the 
capacit(?TS (the inductance of the spark gaps has neglected here),
A  •
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Fig. 2.6— Equivalent circuit of the Marx Generator.
O
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C2, the capacity introduced by output electrodes plus any stray 
capacitances, Z, either the terminating olniic resistor parallel 
to Gg, or the characteristic impedance of the line.
Let the first gap fire at t = o, then at any instant of time, 
t, the potential drop over different parts of the circuit must satis­
fy the relation -
Q-x + c p r g  L, ^  z ' u  = 2.7
c, ’ a-t C' CiX I
which can be written as
J--Q; I I , C - i + C j
L.c.ta dit
=  I______  2.8
L < ^ I
Laplace transforms of both sides are -
= Q-i  2.9
S L , C , C ^ %
L , h c ÿ . )
G  V  2.10
or
V
^ I
Let the roots of the expression under bracket be
S = w, S = X + iy, S = X - iy 2,11
/Thus
2.12
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Thus
(s -w)(S-x-iy)(S-x + iy) = j. ^ 1 ^ 2  / .
+  n _ _
L , C , C ^ Z
comparing the coefficients on both sides we have 
-(2x + w) = 1/C^ Z, + 2xw = (C, +
%  \
and -a ^ = 1/L^G^C^Z. 2.13
Now
1 I
-h j. (2»1_ 5 . W X
J_ _ W-JK ^ S 'XiS-O. ^ ( S ' X > V ^  2.14
Using the values of Laplace integrals we have
= ^ p O o t )  +
i , C ^  C c o ' ^ -  : i U J X  -t
2.13
This equation has been solved for some of our typical values 
L^, G^ , G ^  and Z. The shape of the pulse appears in Nig.2.7, which 
shows that the pulse rises to its maximum in 8 nanoseconds and the 
rise time is 4.7 nanoseconds.
The operation of the Marx generator was tested and the output 
pulse was observed with a Tektronix 381 À oscilloscope, after 
attenuation first by a resistance dividing (1*10) chain /and
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and then by a 1000 x HV probe (P6015). Noise and both nains borne 
and radiated interference prevented the whole pulse being seen, but 
the rising edge was clearly visible. After corrections for the
3.9 nanoseconds rise tine, of the oscilloscope and 4- nanoseconds 
rise tine of the HV probe, tl.e Marx output pulse was found to
have a rise tine of 7 nanoseconds and has been shown inPig.2.7.
2.3.4-. - Pulse-shaping circuit:- After the Marx generator the 
high voltage pulse was inproved with the spark gap arrangenents 
shown in Pig. 2.3c. The charge on the enhanced stray capacitance 
builds up before the series gsp fires with the result that the
rise tine of the pulse actually transferred to the chanber plates
is further reduced. This inprovenent is obtained at the cost of 
an increase in delay by sono nanoseconds which is innaterial.
Referring to the diagran (Pig.2,3c) the sharpening capacitor 
0 ^ , which should have a very low inductance was made out of large 
slabs of polyst^nrene foam with aluniniun foil electrodes
o
(38 X  32 cri^). Two hard steel spherical balls, one inch in 
diameter, make the series spark gap whose gap width is adjustable. 
The shunt or parallel spark gap is made up of two stainless steel 
hemispheres, one inch and a quarter in diameter. They zire 
enclosed in a perspex box. The earthed electrode has been 
attached to a threaded brass rod, by means of which the gap width 
can be adjusted.
The moment of breakdown of the series gap is regulated by 
adjusting the gap w idth, so that breakdo'n:i would occur when the
/full
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voltage is reached across the gap. In some cases this gap has 
been pressurised with the advantages that the delay will be 
snaller and the moment of breakdown can be adjusted by changing 
tho pressure. With this circuit the rise-time of the pulse was 
found to be 5-6 nanoseconds„ In fact, this might have been even 
better, but the measurement was limited by the rise-time of the 
oscilloscope.
The length of the pulse and hence the duration of the field 
in the chamber was adjusted by changing the width of the shunt gap. 
All the spark gaps were operated in air at atmospheric pressure.
2,5.5. The operation of the Marx Generator:- The Marx generator 
has been operated at the charging voltages ranging from 30 Kv to 
60 Kv. AS  the operating voltage increases the gap width has to 
be increased. The operating voltages of the Marx generators used 
by other workers have been between 20 and 30 ICv, At these voltages 
to get a pulse of about 240 kv, 8 stages would be required. With 
the size of the condensers available a Marx generator of 8 stages 
would have been unmanagably lorg. Therefore, it was decided to 
increase the operative voltage and reduce the number of stages. The 
disadvantages are corona and some increase in delay. The 
corona problem was solved by using "Silastomer cold cure Rubber”, 
the electrical breakdown strength of which is about 500v/mil.
For + 60 Kv operating voltage, a 28 Kv trigger pulse was 
used. Smaller pulses were found to give unreliable performance. 
The adjustment of the width of the gaps was found to be very 
important. All thefour spark gaps were individually adjusted for
/each
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each operating voltage. The effect of the change in atmospheric 
conditions was found to be considerable, A slight change in 
operating voltage was required when there was a considerable 
change in atmospheric pressure. The operating voltage was kept
about 500 volts lower than the static breakdown voltage of the
gaps to prevent random triggering.
2.6. Design of the Chamber
2.6,1. A n early unsuccessful Chamber:- A small prototype self 
triggered chamber was designed, as shown in Fig.2.8, Tv/o wire grid
planes, separated by a 1/4 inch perspex frame, were placed on the
lower electrode of the chamber. The lower wire plane was located 
on 1/8” above the lower electrode. The chamber was placed inside 
a inch diameter perspex cylinder with 1/4 inch thick wall.
The electrodes were 3} inches square aluminium plates. The high 
volta&e nlate was attached to a metal rod passing tin?ough a central 
hole in the top perspex plate marked A, which closed the upper end 
of the perspex cylinder. With this arrangement, the gap width could 
be adjusted easily.
The lower electrode and the wire grid just above it formed 
a spark counter.
The chamber was expected to work as a self triggered chamber 
with the spark counter as a triggering counter, but on operating 
the edges of the electrodes were found to break down. Later, the 
upper electrode was removed, and the perspex plate marked A was
/replaced
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Fig.2.8— Unsuccessful prototype chamber.
D Q
Fig.2.9-The photograph of the spurious discharge produced in the 
prototype chamber show^n in the fig.2.8 .
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roplacod by a circular brass plate of the s.arae size. The inside 
surface O/’ tho plate was polished, A circul>ar perspex plate of 
diameter equal to the internal diameter of the perspex cylinder 
was placed over the grid system, A 2 inch square hole was cut 
in the centre of this plate to expose the grids. Silastomer 
rubber was placed round the outer edges of the circular plate.
But even tlien the spurious breakdoivn could not be prevented.
It was inferred from this that the edges of the electrodes 
had to be kept out of the sensitive volume. This was kept in 
mind while designing th.e next chamber,
2.6.2, Final Chamber
The sensitive volume of tlie chamber is 20 x 20 x 20 cm^.
It is made up of a half inch thick perspex box with two sides open.
The perspex walls have been cemented with "Tensol cement No.7".
The open ends of the box have 1/8 inch C* ring grooving. The boxes,
each have a small hole on the side wall, in which perspex tubing
has been cemented to allow evacuating and filling of the chambers.
%
Another box with sensitive volume 20 x 20 x 10 cm^ has been made 
in the similar way. 9 inches square and 1/2 inch thick perspex 
plates have been used to seal the open ends and to screen the 
electrodes. The inner surface opposite the side through which 
the photographs were taken was painted black with Rustin black 
paint to minimise the back reflected light.
The electrodes were 2 ft, square, 1/d inch thick Duraluminium 
plates, with their edges rounded off. The plate which was used as
/the
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tliG hi g] I voltage electrode had both the surfaces polished. The 
high voltage cable was soldered to a copper rod which was a push 
fit into one of its sides. The (earth electrodes have the inside 
surfaces polished, the outsides just smoothed to remove any sharp 
points. There are blind screw holes on the outside surfaces, and 
screws with rounded tops for earth connections. The chamber is 
shown in Fig.2.10.
T}ie transparent electrode consisted of a wire grid mounted 
on 0. frame (2 ft, square, 1/d inch thick) of perspex, with 8 inch 
squ.are hole in the centre. Along the two opposite edges strips 
d inch wide and 1/16 inch deep were milled on both sides in which 
copper strips were fixed with nraldite epoxy resin.
The grid consisted of 0.1 mm stainless steel wires wound on 
the perspex frame at a spacing corresponding to d wires per cm. 
During windin.g the wire was always kept under tension. The wire 
was made to pass over two fixed pulleys (Fig.2.11). A third pulley 
in between them was resting on the wire with a 500 gms weight 
hanging from it. The frame itself was rotated slowly about a 
horizontal oocis. The wires were first fixed on to the copper strips 
with Araldite. The copper strips were then silvered and the 
wires were soldered on to them, using ’'Tinman’s" solder and maker's 
fluid. When the soldering was over the whole frame was washed 
immediately with soap and water to avoid corrosion - otherwise 
the stainless steel wire broke.
Four (2 X 5 X 57 inches^ ) wooden joists with ^ inch diameter 
holes at 5 inches from either end were used for clamping the
/perspex
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Fig.2.10 (a) Double gap chamber with Aluminium plate 
electrodes
,'(b) Streamer chamber with transparent earthed 
/ electrode.
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perspex boxes and electrodes together. This was acliieved by four 
3C inches long inch dimeter nylon rods threaded at either end 
to receive T]U)fnol nuts.
An advantage of this ruethod of cImping was that the entire 
assembly could be manipulated and oriented at will.
In the initial exx'xoriiionts with the final chamber an attempt 
was made to work in the spark mode - hnat is the electrodes were 
not insulated from the Ne-He gas.
In the later experiment employing the streamer mode the 
electrodes were always insulated from the gas with a half inch 
ÿhick perspex plate. In the douple-gap experiments the central 
electrode was used as the high voltage plate and the outer 
electrodes were earthed. To reduce the damage to neighbouring 
electronics a braided earth loop was arranged to connect the Marx 
generator to the chamber. The electrodes had been designed to be 
much larger th.an the chamber to ensure that the applied electric 
field inside the chamber would be reasonably imiforn. The 
particular arrangements of the electrodes etc. for the different 
modes are described in the sections on the operation of the 
chanber,
2.7. Evacuating and Filling system
In conventional nultiplate chambers and in pro-iprtion chambers 
the most common practice adopted has been to keep tho gas flowing 
through the chamber and out into the air. At the start a lot of
/gas
v y
■iÉl
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gas is wasted in flushing the air out of the chanber, and the 
largo nunbor of gaps nakos ov.icuation rather difficult. A purify­
ing system can be used, but in this case the whole system would 
become very complicated.
In wide gap spark and streamer chambers the most common system 
adopted has been to evacuate the chanber to about 0.1 nn of Hg. 
before filling. If the chamber is quite gas eight then once evacu­
ated and filled it can work for a long tine.
The system adopted in the present work, therefore, is the
evacuation and filling the chanber as indicated in Fig.2.12.
Two precautions were taken: the tap T^ which opens up when 
the gas pressure inside the tube becomes more than 2 atmospheres 
was included to prevent explosion, and a reservoir was inserted 
into the manometer to prevent the loss of mercury when by any 
chance the gas rushes into the chamber at a high speed during 
filling.
With a rotary pump it was found possible to reduce the 
pressure inside the chanber to 4-0 micron of Hg. and this was 
considered sufficient. The leakage rage at this pressure was 
found to be 64- x 10"^ micron litre/sec. The chamber was always 
filled directly from the gas cylinder to a pressure of 2 cm 
of hg. above atmospheric pressure.
2.8. The Recording of Tracks:-
For streamers, only the photographic method of recording has
been found to be effective. Unfortunately, this is not an automatic
/process -
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process - but other methods such as vidicon scanning have 
proved impractical because of very low light output of the stream­
ers. This may soon be overcome with the new English Electric 
"image isocon", which can respond to a light level of 10~^ foot 
candles.
In the present work tracks have been photographed with a 35 
mm camera that has a 50 mm focal length and stop numbers from
1.9 to 16.
The clear perspex of the chamber will transmit about qO% of 
the visible light, the slight loss being almost entirely due to 
surface reflections. This transparency is unimpared by heating 
or by long e^cposure to moisture or ultraviolet light, and thus 
a great help in successful photography of the streamers.
Before photography, the chamber was surrounded by black 
cloth to cut off the bac'::.ground light from valves, indicator 
lam%)S and spark gaps. The camera was focused in the middle of 
the chamber from the distance of about 5 feet for the continuous 
streamer mode (double gap) and 3.5 feet for the streamer project­
ion and streamer side view modes. The photography was done in 
darkness using the time ex%)osure. In this way the shutter re­
mained open and when the chamber had sparked, the shutter was 
closed and the film advanced manually.
The aperture and depth of focus play a very important role 
in photography.
Stops and f-numbers generally describe the aperture of the 
lens in a camera. The worst aberration produced is by the rays
/of
.il o.
of light traversing the perip! erial parts of the lens. Therefore 
for better pe'"for:laiice of the lens, the path of theli.jl'.t should 
be restricted to the axial or no fir axial region. The astigmatism, 
the chromatic aberration, the curvature and the spherical aberra­
tion are proportional to t>io size, the size, the square and the 
cube of tlie size of t]\e stop respectively.
Stops f aid f -nu'ibers : -
The amount of light passing through the lens is proportional 
to tlie area of its aperture which is proportional to the s; in are 
of its diameter, and the area of the image is proportional to the
square of the focal length. Therefore, the inte^'sity of an
o 2
image is proportional to D^/f , where D is the aperture diameter
and f the focal length of the lens. If D is expressed as a
2 2 2fraction of f, then the intensity is proportional to f /n f 
or 1/n ' where ii is called the stop or the f-niimber.
Different method of choosing the values of n have been adopted 
in different cameras.
In the continuous streamer made the spark intensity was 
sufficiently high for a sriall aperture to be safely used, 
and f/8 was found to be suitable. Tlie necessary apertures 
for side view streamer and projection streamer modes were 
f/2,8 and F/d respectively.
Depth of focus:- The problem of depth of focus is illustrated 
in d g .213 - it is seen that '^«sprecautions be taken, out
of focus points will appear as discs, Wien the image is viewed
/as
Fig. 2*13— Illustration of the Depth of focus
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as Ion,', as it subtends an angle less t^ an a.29 a rad at the 
eye, the disc is seen as g point. In this limit to the proper 
perspective, tlie disc is called the "circle of confusion", and has 
a diameter of about 0.01 inch and 0.23 mr:.
In photography it is Inn own the. t for a particular size of
print t'iie magnification required for different sizes of negative 
is inversely proportional i;o t' eir size and hence to the focal 
length of t'"e lenses used. As a consequence it can be shown that 
a value of f/lOi O can be ta]"on for t ie "circle of confusion" (b).
From bawrence (1941):
Depth of focus = 2ln L 2.16
f"
wliere d is the object distance
substituting for ^  , we ]iave
Depth of focus = 2nd(d-f) = 2nd^ ^q3  ^qy
luCOf f
W f d
In photographing continuous streamer tracks, the stop used 
was Q , the distance was Ipv, cm, and the focal length of hn.e lens 
was 3 cms - giving a value of the depth of focus of 70 c]i, which 
is considerably larger than the depth of t? e chaiber.
For the other two modes, tbj- stops used were 2.8 and 4 at 
a distance of 120 cm. The corresponding depth of focus were 16 cm 
and 25 cm respectively i.e. greater than the depth of the chanber.
Because of the very low light emission of the streamers, very
/fast
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fast film is roquirecl co rocsrl T^ 'roiighout tliis v/orm
"Ilford fill," film l.as beer used. Tliis film lias a sreed of 4 ■-
41 o A.I. when developed iii "Ilford ID-1.1" levoloper at a
to'i.poi’ature of 20^G and 650 when developed in"llfo.rl Microphen"
for 51 minutes at 20^0, this giving a contrast gradient of 0.55.
Tho speed can be further increased to 1250 A3i (with a contrast 
gradient of 0.9) if t'lo development in "microphen" be for 16 
minutes at 20^0.
In the continuous streaier mode a speed of 400 AJn was 
found to be sufficient but for strea er (projection and side 
view) photography a speed of 1250 ASA was necessary.
For high resolution, if'.e speed of the emulsion should be 
rather low. Fortunately however, film has an excellent speed/
grain ratio, and furt^agr, tl\e grain size is checked by the use 
of fine grain developer like "ID-11" and "liicrophen".
The resolution can also be affected by halation (i.e. reflection 
effects of h 0 bach surface of the film) but in our case the 
intensity was low enough for these effects to be minimal.
The printing has been done with a tungsten light enlarger, and 
Ilford "document" and "Ilfobrom 5” printing papers have been found 
satisfactory. Hiese are extra hard contrast papers and Ilford 
"copy'phen" developer has been found to be quite suitable for them. 
The Ilford "hypam" fixer was satisfactory, both for the films 
and prints. Considerable care had to be taken in preparing the 
prints as the exposure and development times varied with the qua­
lity of the negative and the size of the prints.
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C H A F T E R III 
PUI/oRiL' UGE OF TH l OHAMBJiIR
5.1. Ini vial opo ration in the on nr!: 1' i ode
In the initial exporinents the double gap chamber was 
operated in spark node. Tno electrodes were not insulated Iron 
tlie sensitive gas, and the high voltage pulse was allowed to 
remain on the plates for a time long enough for the plasma 
ciiannel to bridge the gap, and for the spark current to flow.
The results arc shown in the Fig. 5.13., &.nd it is seen that the 
tr xks ilthough obviously straight and true are nevertheless 
very broad. This is probably due to a large flow of current 
from the external circuit. Wien .in attempt was made to check 
this current flow by reducing, the pulse length (decreasing the 
sliunt resistance) - although finer tracks were produced it was 
seen tliat the track efficiency of the chamber was affected, and 
robbing becmie probable. This relative d.ick of success lead to 
the adoption of bhe arrested streamer technique, which was made 
possible bp insulacing the electrodes ana improving the pulse 
shaping circuit. As ’ first step towards this the electrodes of 
the top gap only were insulated from the sensitive volume. The 
result was quite encouraging, as seen in theFig. p.lb.
5.2. Track formation by Streamers
If immediately after the passage of an energetic ionising 
pirticle through the sensitive gas a high voltage field is applied,
/each
Fig. 3.1— Cosmic ray tracks in double gap spark chamber--(a) all the 
electrodes were unshielded — (b) electrodes of the top gap 
only were shielded.
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e Ich rosuiting priuiry electron initiates the growth of on.
;v’.1 inche, 'H'-.c rate of growth is st atistical and large fluctua­
tions occur. '1 us at -i particular instant of trie the av dariches 
have developed to different sizes. This moans th t some of them 
would he able to satisfy iieelc's criterion before others. The 
e rliest sUrearners inhibit the rowth of t''e adjacent slow 
develox')ii'h; avalanches by reducing the external field. It is 
these early stre.rers that give sufficient light intensity to 
be recorded, dettin streamers of requisite size can be 
achieved by controlling th.e length of the high voltage pulse.
The 'iiinimum size of the streamer necessary to give sufficient 
light output depends Ujion the amplitude of the high voltage 
pulse.
During the time interval between the passage of the 
particle and application of the high voltage to the chojiber, 
there is a tendency for the %)rimary electrons to diffuse away 
from the trajectory especially if there are no electro­
negative gases aid vapours in the chanbor. If the high voltage 
pulse is applied within one microsecond of the passage of the 
particle, most of the primary electrons are within a fraction 
of a millimetre of the trajectory. During the formative 
time tlie electrons move towards the anode, so the resulting 
chain of streamers in the form of luminous centres may be 
slig'-'.tly displaced laterally. The direction of the track, 
however, still indicates the trajectory of the particles.
/If
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Xi' b n uuca; .urs ..ru .i aie very sriall by adjusting the 
pulse parameters,the cliamber can be aade completely isotropic. 
Even com%)lex events can be easily recorded. The tracks of the 
articles originating in tt e cl iamb er itself c m  also be made 
visible. Because the high voltage plate does not discharge 
itself, tlie /iultitrac]: efficiency of such a chanber is very 
high. It is this fact that makes the instrument ideal for 
studying complex events and cosmic ray showers.
In the present work two distinct modes of operation have 
been employed. I-y\ the first the streamers were made to grow 
almost parallel to trajectories which were themselves almost in 
the field direction and they were seen and photographed in a plane 
parallel to the electric field. The arrangement is similar to 
the wide gap spark channer and has been called the "continuous 
streamer mode". In the second mode the particles passed in a 
direction almost perpendicular to the elctric field and the 
streamers grew in a direction normal to the trajectory. These 
streamers can be viewed in two ways: (a) tin?ough the side walls of 
the chamber box in which case (called the "side view") tracks 
appear as a number of short parallel do.shes one above the other 
(b) through a transparent electrode in a direction parallel to 
the electric ^ield. This mode has been called "the streamer 
projection mode".
5.5. The continuous streamer node
Two 20 cm gaps have been used in this mode as shown in the
/figures
JFt:
o 2— Pbotosranhs ^ the double gap chamber
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2.10 and 5.2. The electro.'es wore insulated fron the working 
gas by half inch perspex plates. The electric field was noninally 
11 KV/cn and the shunting spark gap width was of the order of 
4 cn, which corresponds to a pulse length of about 50 nanoseconds. 
Very thin bright tracks were recorded as shown in Figure 5.5a, 
and the efficiency appeared to be very high. In sone cases 
difference in the intensity of the tracks in the two gaps has 
been observed, which.is due to the statistical fluctuations in 
the developnent of streamers. The second side.track in the 
second gap in figure 5.5b night probably have been made by a 
knock on electron. The quality of the tracks as a whole is a 
lot better th:m that of spark track».
The mechanism of formation of these spark-like tracks must
sparks
be the sane as that for the truÿCdescribed earlier in Chapter I 
Section 5) but.of course the plasna carries no current fron 
the external circuit. That is the space charge field is so large 
that the streamers gpow in the direction of the track rather
than the direction of the applied field.
At sone stage shunting resistances were used in place of 
the shunting spark gap but they were not found to be very satis­
factory. E)r a value of 220 Jl, the chamber was found to work 
with rather low efficiency. Any decrease in this resistance 
reduced the efficiency still further, but any increase made the 
tracks too bright and broad. The trouble seems to be that the 
high voltage pulse starts decreasing as soon as it is applied,
/that
(a> (b)
of cosmic rays in double gap continuous streamer 
chamber— (a) a particle coming almost vertically
(b) an angled track with probably a knock electron track 
in the second gap.
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t at is tJie uncertainty in the nouent of streamer formation is 
too large when connared with the full tine of tlie pulse. The 
riultij)le track efficiency was also found to be poor. These 
troubles were completely absent in the case of a shunt spark gap. 
he amplitude of the high voltage pulse remains constant until 
the gap breaks down. The duration of the field depends upon the 
delay in the breakdown oi‘ the shunt gap and the tine required 
for development of the spark. These tine intervals depend upon 
the form and the amplitude of the high voltage pulse, and on 
the pressure and nature of the gas in the gap. In air the 
developnent tine of the spark is about 7 to 10 nanoseconds.
The delay tine decreases as the gap width decreases. A chamber 
with shunt spark gap works with equal efficiency both for 
single and multiple tracks.
3 h'- « The streamer side-view node.
The electrodes were arranged to be in vertical plane and 
the cosmic ray particles movin,^  downwards entered the chamber 
through the top, and were photographed fron the side. The 
streamers grew horizontally in both directions, towards 
cathode and anode.
I'Jhen the shunt gap was widened to give a pulse length 
200 nanoseconds or more, the streamers were so long that they 
bridged the space between the electrodes, and neighbouring 
streamers merged together to make the whole chamber glow as 
shovm inFigure 3.4a. On decreasing the gap width so that the
/pulse
(a)
(b) (c)
Fig,3,4-Cosmic ray tracks xn streamer side view mode
(a) very long streamers covering almost the whole 
gap (b) smaller streamers (some cms in length )
(c)very small streamers (average length 7mm)
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pulse lengtl.i was about 100 nanoseconds, the discharges were 
not allowed to develop to this extent and the particles path 
could be seer iiore clearly ^ Figure 3.41.,^  ^ Further reduction of 
tin. gap to yield a pulse of 30 nanoseconds resulted in short 
streamers as shown in Figured.4c.
The average length of the streamers correspondin,-, to 100 
nanoseconds pulse was several centimetres, whereas that corres­
ponding to 30 nanoseconds was about 7 ivi. On reducing the gap 
further the intensity of the streamers decreased so much that 
they could not be recorded. The tracks appeared as a number 
of stripes differing in intensity and length due to fluctua­
tion in the development of the streamers.
3.5. The streamer projection
In this node tine streamers were viewed end on through the 
wire grid earthed electrode. The tracks appeared as a series of 
luminous centres. The size of the luminous centre was found to 
depend upon the amplitude and the length of the high voltage
pulse. For a nominal value of the field of 11 KV/cm the best
tracks were found for the shunt gap width of about 4 cm. For a
pulse -amplitude of 60 to 100 EV, Dologoshein (1964) found the 
most suitable gap width to be 15 to 18 mm, in air at atmospheric 
pressure.
The gap width of 4 cn was required to be changed slightly 
with the change in atmospheric pressure. For a considerable 
increase in this pressure, the delay in breakdown of the gap
/increases
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iricreases which nakcs the high voltage pulse longer, resulting 
in an increase in the size of the streamers. On the other hand 
for a considerable decrease in atmospheric pressure, the pulse 
length is shortened and the streamers become too faint to be 
photographed.
The light outiDut in this mode was found to be much better
thrill that of the side view node. Bui os and others (.1967) have 
made an estimate of the light emitted by streamers in these tv/o 
modes for different field parameters by photography. They found 
the (cut-off) f-number for which the light intensity became 
too low to affect the film. They assumed that the intensity 
was proportional to the square of the f-number at cut off.
The following relations were given:-
p pd 1 p
Brightness in projection mode a FT"
5.1
1 0— P BBrightness in side view node a S ' * ”
When the ap%)lied electric field was almost doubled by 
reducinr; the electrode separation to 10 cm the quality of the 
streamers improved. The pulse length h d to be correspondingly 
reduced to approximately 20 nanoseconds. The streamers were more 
uniform in size nd much brighter. The iverago width was found
to be 2.16_ 0.0? iiri. At this nonin il field of 22KV/cn, sonetiries 
the whole ch'mbor was found to glow. The reasons might be residual 
electrons and the delayed breakdown of the shunt gap due to 
fluctuations.
/single
22KV / C M
11KV/CM
^XR.3 .5— Cosnic ray tracks in streamer projection node 
at the fields (nominal ) of 22 and 1 1 TO/ /CM.
Fig.3.5(a)— Photograph of the streamer chamber arranged for 
operation in the projection mode.
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gingle tracks mb 22KV/cn re shown in Figure 5.5 
and comparison with the tracks ;t llKV/cm shews the superiority 
of high fields. The isotropy "'n^ capability of the chnnber to 
record complex events h ive been shown '.nd discussed in the 
next ch 'pter.
The baclqground light fr--n reflections fron the perspex walls
was reduced to a great extent by using black priint. This paint
although on the inside wall did not 'ippeor to give any trouble in
the p or f ■' man ce of the cha rib e r .
The scintillation counters on the top and butt ,-n of the
chanber were about 1 1/4 metre ap'irt, and the crystal area was 
2
500 cn . This made the solid angle rather snail. Thus, the 
geonetry allowed only 2 cosmic ray particles per minute on 
the average to pass right '.cross the chanber. This gave sufficient 
tine to wind the film and open the shutter. The manual handling of 
the camera does not allow one to thee more thru about six 
pictures per minute, which wa.s achieved while recording a's and 
P’s in the self triggered chanber (Chapter VI).
3.6. Operation at reduced pressure
3.6.1. The continuous streamer node:- In the case of the 
continuous streamer node the pressure was varied fron 200 rri to 
743 nn. The amplitude of the high voltage pulse was kept 
constant. At 200 nn of Hg the efficiency was very low and the
whole chanber was found to glpw. As the shunt gap was reduced, 
the b ic]{ground glow decreased, but there was no appreciable
/improvement
397mm.Hg 255mm.Hg
Fig.3.6— Cosmic ray tracks at reduced pressure of the gas 
(Ne+He) in the chambers (continuous streamer 
mode).
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inprovenent in the efficiency. The glow is prohibly connected 
with the reduction of the breikdown voltage with pressure.
An 'opreciable decrease in -he nunbor of primary electrons,
•nd in the gas multiplication, night be the reason far the low 
efficiency. As the pressure was increased the ffficiency 
improved. At a pressure of 255 of Ilg and above the background 
,_,low reduced to a minimum and the quality of tr icks was quite 
good. The trucks have been shown in Figure 3.6, where the 
improvement in the track quality with the increase in pressure 
can be narked. At these pressures the tracks were a little 
wider than those at atnosphmric pressure - most probably due 
to the increase in the electron diffusion at low pressure.
Bun- iciu and hull mder (1957) used a 1.6 cn wide spark 
chanber with helium uid alcohol at 100 m  pressure far 5.3 Mev 
alpha particles and 0.5 Mev beta particles. No tracks wore shown 
but they say that the lowest pressure at which one can get 
well defined tracks depends upon the chamber field and the 
alcohol concentration. For a 1.6 cn gap -and an alcohol concentra­
tion of 20/{, the minimum working pressure was 30 nn. how low 
energy particles (particularly alphas) cause a l^ irge number of 
primary ions. This probably explains the successful operation 
at such -a low pressure. The requirement of an increase in 
alcohol concentration as the pressure decreases was to control 
the discharge mechanism -and make the sparks thinner.
Z3.6.2
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3.6.2. Streamer projection node:- In the streaner projection 
node, the pressure w-.s varied fron 400 nn ilg to 767 nn Hg.
At a pressure of b^ouf* 400 nn of Hg, tracks were seen, but the 
whole sensitive volume was found to glow f-'r a shunt spark gap 
width of 3.Sen. As the gap was reduced, the background glow 
was fiinter. For a 3 cn gap width the glow was significantly 
reduced, mod completely absent for 2 cn but the tracks bee "ne 
too fad at to be photographed. The streoiier density was found 
to be 'lbout 1.5/ cm. When the pressure was raised to 
531 mo Hg, the efficiency was still too low with the 2 cn 
shunt gap, but the background glow was absent. When the shunt 
was opened to about 3*5 cm, the efficiency went up to 90%.
The streamer density was found to be almost the sane, l.o/Cn.
The o])ening of the shunt gap did not increase the background 
glow. The tracks at these pressures are shown in Figure 3.7.
Dologoshein (1964) used a 10 cn chamber at pressures in 
the range of 300-760 nn Hg. The streamer density (^2/cn) 
was found to be cnstant in this interval of pressure, but 
he found a decrease in this density when the pressure was below 
300 nn Hg.
It can be seen fron the present work that a chanber can be 
made to work well in the pressure range 500 to 760 mm Hg, without 
reducing the electric field ('^ llKV/cn). To work below this 
pressure, the field will have to be dooreasod. but this nay 
affect the gas multiplication and thereby the quality of streamers
/The
531mm,Hg 400mm.Hg
Fig.3.7— Cosmic ray tracks at reduced pressure in 
streamer projection mode.
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The re'I G en Tor the continuous streamer chamber w ;rking 
dowi to 2(jO :an Hg j.ii, ht be the greater li;-:ht oat pat.
It is thought that it is the time fluctuation in the 
development of neighbouring av.ilanches, and not the nuiaber of 
urinary ions, that determines the streamer density. This 
must explain the observed const mit density in the range 500 to 
767 mm Hg,
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G H A P T E A IV
CI-IiUiAGTEHISTIGS : RESULTE HTD DISCUSSION
4.1.1,Continuous node Tracks (width, robbing and inclination
The average width of the tracks in this node was 
(2.2 - 0.15) mi. This value is almost t]ie same as the width 
of the streamers ('^2 mm) in a field of 14 KV/cm obtained by 
Ghikovani and others (1964). The present observations 
showed very little change of width when the length of the 
high voltage pulse was increased. This was to be expected 
as the width of the streamers is governed by the lateral 
diffusion of electrons and this in turn is determined mainly by 
the total delay between the passage of the particle through 
the chamber and the initial rise of the high voltage pulse 
('^ 500 nanoseconds) and not the pulse length (w^5C nanoseconds). 
A greater pulse length causes an increased number of ions to 
exist in the continuous streamer tracks, and thus brightens 
the track.
In the case of conventional spark chambers the phenomenon 
of robbing occurs i.e. sometimes plasma channel is formed in 
one gap earlier than the others due to fluctuations in the 
streamer development, and the current available for sparking 
prmsoo t>irough only that gap thus reducing the intensity of 
the other tracks in the chamber. The robbing was quite frequent
/in
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in t]ie double gap chanber operated in spark mode, but almost 
absent when tlie electrodes of the top gap were shielded. In 
continuous streamer mode this effect cannot occur, but varia­
tions in the relative brightness of the tracks may still 
happen due to fluctuations in the streamer development.
These effects have been shown in Figure 4.1. Only when the 
fluctuation is so large that the intensity of one of the 
tracks is too weak to be photographed does one of the trades 
disappear. But this is expected to be very rare. The 
photograph of the shower in the Figure 4.1 shows this effect.
The maximum inclination of the tracks, considering both 
gaps was only 17^ from the vertical (Figure 4.2). This 
geometrical limitation was due to the large size of the chambers 
which kept the two scintillation counters about four feet apart. 
But in some cases, odd tracks in one gap have been found to 
make a maximum angle of 25°. This has been shown in Figure 4.2. 
The property of the streamers following the trajectory depends 
upon the number of streamers in the gap. The maximum number 
of streamers per centimetre of the gap width has been found 
to be two. Thus, it can bo seen that in the conventional multi­
gap chambers (maximum width 1 cm) only two streamers would 
develop in each gap. The field between the head of one avalanche 
and the tail of other would be weaker than the external field 
and therefore the streamer would develop along the direction 
of the external field. But in the wide gap chamber, 20 cn wide,
/there
4 .1— Photorr-ranViR nf roRnlc ray tracks stowing the effects of 
robbing in the double gap continuous streamer chamber.
m 2  —  traote 4 n tte Hnuhle gan chamber - the track
^ n  the finat n h o t o g ^ a e h  makes a n  angle ef 1 7  from 
the vertical ( direction of electric field )— the 
odd track i n  the ton gap of the second photograph 
makes an angle of 2 5 A
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there would he about 50 to 40 streamers. The inter avalanche
space charge field combines with the external field and the
streamers propagate in the direction of the resultant field.
As has been '■■ ‘■cussed in Chapter one, the conditions for
the geometric merge of the neighbouring avalanches are such
that the maximum angle of inclination is 45° at atmospheric
pressure (Fnkui and Miyamoto 1961). But in practice the
efficiency starts to decrease significantly above 50°.
4.1.2. Track distortion :~ Apart from distortion in the
form of small differences of intensity and in the width of the
continuous streamer track, there was another type of distortion 
in which the track extremities had a tendency to be perpendicular 
to cathode. Similfir distortion?-h V9 also been found in wide gap 
spark chambers (Garron 1965). The reason might be that the ion­
isation electrons near the cathode have been swept away by the 
rising edge of the high voltage pulse which could result in the 
extreme streamers merely following the applied field. It was 
also observed in all cases. Its maximum value was about a centi­
metre. There was a distortion near anode as well, in which the 
tracks looked diffused. It was very rare suggesting that the 
process was statistical in which case the local streamers might 
have propagated direct to the electrode so as to obtain a path 
of least resistance. The cathode and anode distortions have 
been shown in Figure 4.5.
A.1.3.
ç. 4 .3— Skowinp tbo cathode and anode distortions - the very
thin side track in the second F^ an mi^ht have been ^ade by 
a knock on electron.
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4.1.5. Small angle scattering:- The analysis of the tracks 
described in sections 5 and 6 of this chapter showed that a small 
error might arise due to small angle scattering in the central 
electrode assembly. This will be due to multiple scattering 
and the largest angle observed was 2° (Figure 4.4), By 
reducing the thickness of the electrodes and the walls of the 
chamber, the multiple scattering can be minimised, but in that 
case evacuation of the chamber cannot be done, and hence the 
arrangement of flushing the air out of the chamber by the gas 
will have to be adopted.
4.1.4. Rejection of tracks from analysis
Some of the tracks were not included in the analysis.
A few were too faint and others were diffused because they 
passed t^o near a chamber wall. This effect may be seen in 
Figure 4.4b where in the top gap the proximity of the trajectory 
to side wall of the chamber is clearly visible. In the 
multiple scattering experiment it was found that about 12% of 
the tracks had to be rejected for these reasons.
4,2. STREAMERS
4.2.1, Sizes and linear density of streamers in side view 
and projection modes.
In the side view mode the average length of the streamers 
(which could be photographed) in a field of about 11 Ev/cm,
/(nominal),
(a)
1-.4 (-)-A 2ap t-^ck ihnwing multiple rcRttnring
ir central electrode,
(b)-an ernnpl© of diffused tracks which were rejected 
from the ana1vsis.
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(nominal) was 7 nun. ALtIiough smaller streamers were visible 
it was found that they were too faint to be photographed with 
the 1200 a.s.a. film. When the field was doubled, that is to 
22Kv/cm, the average size was reduced to 4 mm. Again the low 
light emission from smaller streamers prevented photography. 
However, fluctuations in the shunt breakdown result in varia­
tions in the length of the streamers between different 
exposures.
The streamer density was found to increase from about 1.6 
to 2 per cm., "Hien the field was raised from 11 to 22Kv/cm - 
which was to be expected in view of the shorter development 
times o
The tracks in the projection mode were found to be 
brighter than those in the side view mode, because the pro­
jected area of the streamers ( 2  mm in diameter) was much 
smaller. The trac] were in the form of luminous centres 
with linear density of about 2/cm. The brightness and width 
were more uniform than they were in side-view.
4.2.2. Fine structure of a steamer -
The operation of the chamber in this mode offers a good 
opportunity to study the development of the streamer in some 
detail. For example in the photograph of a single streamer 
shown in Figure 4,5. the fine structure is clearly visible, 
but it should be added that the applied pulse had to be 
lengthened and reduced in amplitude in order to obtain such
/a
j.5— Phot'^^rxpb of a 
rt-^uc ti’.re.
s'^roa^er ahovlnz tta fine
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a large (a few centimetres) streamer. It may be seen that 
the evolution is indeed symmetrical - the extremities appear 
to advance equally towards the anode and cathode.
There has been some uncertainty in the interpretation 
of the narrow neck. In the figure 4.6. the interesting 
feature is that tjjc intensity of light emitted from the 
neck - presumably where the initial avalanche was created - 
is less than that emitted at its extremities. This is to 
be compared with the photos shown in Figure 3.4. where the 
streamers were created in a much larger field, and in which 
there is no appreciable variation in intensity.
According to our model of streamer mechanism it is to 
be expected that the field just beyond the extremities of 
the initial avalanche will be greater than the applied 
field in which this avalanche grew. It is thus reasonable 
to imagine that the auxiliary avalanches will be smaller 
and hence brighter than the original. It is also reasonable 
to accept the broadening of the advancing fronts on this 
model,
In the case of the streamer developing in the higher 
field, the primary avalanche will be much shorter and brighter 
and will not present the contrast with the later avalanches. 
However, this is merely a hypothesis and confirms the fact 
that no satisfactory quantitative explanation of the spark 
mechanism has yet been given,
/4.3.
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1^-.3. Isotropic properties of streamer chamber.
Ideally for many experiments a chamber that responds 
iso tropically is desired. In addition, it is an asset if 
the chamber is capable of registering many simultaneous tracks. 
Inevitably, as a result of the asymmetric nature of the 
electric field, these ideals are only approximately realised.
The conventional multigap spark ch.ambers reproduce only 
the sample of the track that lies within an angle of 33° 
with respect to the electric field. For an angle greater 
than that, efficiency falls sharply. The tracks originating 
in the cliamber will not be recorded unless they pass through 
several gaps. In general simple narrow gap chambers do 
not have a high multitrack efficiency - although precautions 
can be taken to overcome some of the difficulties.
In wide gap spark chambers the sparks follow the traj­
ectory up to an angle of 35° from the field, i.e. they are by 
no means isotropic. The multiple track efficiency is better 
than the case of the multigap chambers.
Streamer chambers, on the other hand, are potentially 
isotropic. The primary avalanches which produce the luminous 
centres along the track develop independently from each other, 
and as long as they are arrested while still small they may 
record any direction (Figure 4.6). This operating condition 
depends upon the length and amplitude of the high voltage 
pulse. For a field of the order of 10 Kv/cm, the optimum
/length
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length of the pulse is about 30 nanoseconds. A longer 
pulse of this amplitude makes the track overdeveloped and a 
shorter makes it disappear. The pulse length can be 
changed within a very small margin of about 5 to 10/ of the 
time required for the development of an electron avalanche 
into a streamer. If the amplitude of the pulse is smaller, 
its length has to be increased, and if the amplitude is 
higher the length h§s to be decreased. The shunt spark gap 
controls the length of the high voltage pulse quite efficient­
ly. The chamber is equally efficient for single tracks and 
for groups of tracks, such as cosmic ray showers. For example, 
in figure 4.?a, an axis of a cosmic ray extensive air shower 
happened to pass through the chamber. There are about 20 
detectable tracks including a number of trajectories origina­
ting in the chamber itself. In another exposure (Figure 4.7b) 
the edge of a cosmic ray shower seems to have been recorded, 
with low energy electrons and photons moving randomly in all 
directions. Both these photographs show the isotropy of the 
chamber and also the remarkable efficiency for many 
simultaneous tracks.
To realise the full potential of the isotropic response 
it is necessary to take stereo photographs - i.e. at least two 
exposures of the same event from different angles. In the 
present work a mirror was arranged as shown in Figure 4.8a, 
which enabled two 90° views to be recorded on a single frame.
/The
\,7— C o '= :n ic  r n y  s ' " " p r n j e r t i ^ n  r n ^ e - - ( p ^  n .x ir .  o f  
n.  ^ (Vv) p-oba^ly the "orip^ery of p. s'hon'or
containing mninTy electron^ an<^  photons.
CAMERA
MIRROR
(a)
(b)
Fig.4 o8 (a)-Arrangement of mirror for stereo photography 
of streamers,
(b)-stereo photographs of cosmic ray tracks.
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camera was focused directly for the streamer viewed perpen­
dicular to the electrical field (side-view). The projected 
streamers which are brighter were viewed with the help of 
a mirror placed near the transparent grid earthed electrode. 
Typical photographs are shown in Figure 4.8b. The tracks 
parallel to the electric field (projection) seem to be 
slightly out of focus, due to the limitations of the depth of 
focus. The aperture used was ;//l.9, for which the depth of 
focus was about 15 cm. The tracks viewed in projection were 
just out of this depth of focus. The minimum depth of 
focus required to bring both the views in focus was about 
50 cm. This could have been achieved by increasing the 
length of streamers and decreasing the aperture, but slight 
defocussing was thought to be acceptable.
In Figure 4.9 are shown some complex events produced 
by cosmic rays, and in Figure 4.10 various trajectories with 
small side tracks may be seen. The latter were probably 
made by knock-on electrons.
One obvious way to control the length of the pulse 
applied to the chamber is to use a shunt resistance to enable 
the high voltage electrode to discharge with a certain time 
constant. However, it is found to be very difficult to 
select a value that gives high recording efficiency both 
for single and for multiple tracks. If the value of the 
shunt resistance is adjusted for single tracks, multiple
/tracks
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tracks become very very feeble. On the other hand, if it 
is adjusted for multiple tracks, the streamers for a single 
track are overdeveloped. A shunt spark gap is free from
these defects. When a group of particles passes through the
chamber, the effective amplitude of the high pulse is some-
A
what smaller (due to parasitic inductances), which is com­
pensated by a corresponding delay in the breakdown of the 
shunt gap,
For a field of about 11 Kv/cm, the isotropy obtained 
can be said to be of the first approximation, because the 
dimensions of the streamers along the electric field and 
perpendicular to it are different. The length of the streamers 
along the electric field should be about one centimetre to 
obtain good photographs, whereas the diameter of the luminous 
centre in a direction perpendicular to the electric field is 
about 2 mm. When the electric field was increased to about 
22 Kv/cm smaller side view streamers could be detected, i.e. 
about 4 mm. This, of course, results in a closer approxima­
tion to isotropy,
4.4. Sensitive time of the chamber
The sensitive time is the time interval, at the end of 
which, if the high voltage is applied, the chamber can still 
reproduce the tgack. It is measured in terms of delay intro­
duced between the passage of the charged particle through 
the chamber and application of high voltage pulse so that the
/chamber
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chamber efficiency may become almost zero. The memory time of 
the chamber used in this work was found to be about 6 micro­
seconds. The delay of the circuit was about 0.5 microseconds. 
The table below shows the value of the memory time found by 
various authors.
Authors Memory time sensitive volume gas used
(microsecond)
15 40 X  50 X  50 He
*5 40 X  50 X  50 He + 1 %  Air
5 55 X 55 X 40 90% He + 10% He
5 Double gap
(10 cm each)
90% Ne + 10% He
10 40 X  40 X  20 70% Ne + 50% He
50 66 X  55 X  11 90% Ne + 10% He
Lyubimov, 
et al (1964)
Lyubimov
et al.(1964)
Larron, et 
al.(1965)
Keller et al 
(1966)
Chikovani et s 
(1966)
-fisciitruth 
et al (1968)
Lresent work
(1968) 6 20 X 20 X 20 7CF;i He + 3CÇi He
L
An electronic delay device based on sharp differentiation 
of a square pulse from a multivibrator, was used between
the coincidence circuit and the trigger amplifier. The effi­
ciency of the chamber to reproduce the tracks was determined 
for various delays. The graphical relation between delay and 
efficiency is shown in Figure 4.11. At a delay of 10 micro-
/second
100 7.
so '/ 
• 0
A 60
40
u.
20
2 >vs 4 f n i  8 f » S l O M
d e l a y  >
Fig. 4-'' “ The dependence of the efficiency of the chamber 
on the delay before application of the HV pulse
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second no track was seen in the chaiaber, For delays more than 
ujo microseconds, the tracks looked diffused.
The sensitive time of the chamber depends upon the life 
of the electrons ejected by the incident charged particle.
The reasons for the loss of electrons from the trajectory are 
diffusion and the electron attachment by molecules of electro- 
itive gases that fire present as small impurities in the 
working gas.
The diffusion T^ tdius can be calculated by the relation
-- % o
Y - (2Dt)"^ ', where I) is the diffusion coefficient (2 x lO^cm /sec-
for electrons in No + He). In 10 microsecond the diffusion 
radius of the electrons would be 2 mm only. The tracks should 
not have disappeared for such a low diffusion. The loss of 
electrons appears to be due to the presence of some electro- 
;nogative gas in the chamber along with the filling gas.
As the experiment was done after a few hours of filling, 
probably helium might have diffused out and air diffused in.
The second possibility might be that as the gas is only 
commercially pure, it may contain some electronegative gases.
It can be seen from Lyubimov's experiment (1964) that the 
addition of 1% of air to helium reduced the memory time from 
15 to 5 microseconds.
In extremely pure noble ga os the memory time should be 
of the order of 1 millisecond. Chiko^ani et al (1964) and 
Dologoshoin et al (1964) have found tracks in their streamer 
chambers filled with pure neon, even with delays of 200 micro­
seconds ,
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In certain experiments, chambers with a small memory time 
(^1 microsecond) are required. In such cases the natural 
memory time of the chamber has to be reduced by artificial 
means, without affecting the performance of the chamber.
In small gap chambers a clearing field is used to regu­
late the memory time. In a wide gap chamber (>10 cm) 
however, a clearing field is insufficient to remove the 
electrons from the tracks in the desired time of a few micro­
seconds. Thus, the memory time of the wide gap chamber can 
only be effectively regulated by adding to the working gas 
various small admixtures of electronegative gases. Lyubimov 
and Pavlovsky (1964) were able to reduce the memory time 
to about 2 microseconds by adding 0.1% of propane to the 
neon filling the chamber. Chikovani et al (1966) used 5/- 
of Argon and 6 x 1 0 " of freon-12 to achieve a high number 
of primary electrons and a very steep decrease in memory time.
Bui-s et al (1967) studied the effect of admixtures of 
several promising gases on memory time reduction. Freon-12, 
ethylene and methane were all found to be effective in 
reducing the chamber memory to loss than 5 microseconds 
without decreasing the light output appreciably. Sulphur di­
oxide could reduce the memory time but had undesirable side 
effects.
In the present work no attempt was made to reduce the 
memory time by o-dvnixture of electronegative gases, since this 
was not necessary for the satisfactory operation.
/the
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The admixture of electronegative gases causes a reduction 
in the number of free primary ions, during the delay before 
the application of the high voltage pulse. But the effect of 
the admixture of polyatomic gases is rather to extinguish the 
photon mechanism of the avalanche to streamer development.
4.5. Spatial accuracy.
In any experiment it is important to know the precision 
with which the direction of a trajectory may be stated. A 
good measure of this precision is given by (a) the spatial 
accuracy and (b) the probable angular error.
The spatial accuracy of a track is the root mean square 
deviation of the measured points about the reconstructed 
trajectory.
The process consists of measuring the coordinates of a 
number of points on the track, constructing the straight line 
by least square method, which represents the actual trajectory 
and then determining the standard deviation of the measured 
points in a direction normal to the constructed track.
The measurements of the coordinate points were made on 
the digitised microscope at the University College, London.
The digital accuracy of the microscope was two micron. The 
scanning can be done quite quickly and the values of the 
coordinate points are typed and punched on a five hole paper 
tape, by means of the teleprinter attached to the microscope.
/All
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All the films containing the tracks in the three modes and the 
tracks of the multiple scattering experiments (chapter V) were 
scanned by this instrument.
For the determination of the spatial accuracy and the 
angular spread, representative tracks were selected and the 
films were oriented with respect to the microscope to give a 
slope of about unity, so that the changes in the values of x 
and y coordinates were laj?ge.
For the continuous streamer mode, ten frames each having 
tracks in both the gaps wore taken. Ten arbitrary points on 
each track were chosen and their coordinates measured. For 
the construction of straight lines the tracks in the two gaps 
were considered independent. In the streamer side-view mode 
ten tracks were selected and the coordinates of 15 points on 
each of thorn were measured. In streamer projection mode, ten 
tracks were again selected but the coordinates of 20 points 
on each of them were measured. All the points were taken 
arbitrarily.
The straight lines were constructed by the method of 
least squares.
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Fach of the selected tracks were scanned ten times. This 
was done in order to determine the angular spread, which is 
discussed in the next section.
All the calculations for the standard deviation were 
done by the Atlas computer. The standard deviation for each 
track was actually the mean of the values each computed of ton 
fifteen and twenty measured points in the respective modes.
The value of the standard deviation given in the table 
4.1 for each mode is the mean of the standard deviation for 
the tracks. The error indicates the standard deviation of 
the mean. The values obtained,l(0.54- 0.02) mm for the tracks 
in continuous streamer mode (0.41- 0.03) mm and (O.^ Pk t 0.02) mm 
in streamer projection mode with the field strengths of 11 kv/cm 
and 22 kv/cm respectively, and (0.9- 0.0^) mm in streamer side 
view mode, are all in good agreement with the values obtained 
by other authors. /EBchstruth
Mode
Field
strength
KV/Cm
(nominal)
Angular 
error 
mrad.
Standard 
Deviation 
( rmm. )
Continuous
streamer
Fig.3 .3
1 1 K  5 -0.1 0 .34+ 0.02
Streamer 
projection 
Fig.3.5
1 1 2.2+0.24 0.41 ± 0 . 0 j
S trearner 
projection
Fis.3 .5
22 1 .5 j- 0.08 0.44 X 0.02
Streamer 
side-view 
tig.3®4
1 1 4-2 ± 0.6 0.9 + O'O?
Table 4,1— The values of the standard deviation and 
angular error of the tracks in different 
modes.
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Eschstruth et al ( 196B have found a value of 0.5 mro. 
for standard deviation which they call streamer scatter. This 
value is for the streamer projection mode in a 11 cm wide 
cnanber with a field of 18.5 Kv/cm. The value in the sie 
view mode is 0,7 mm, hul^s and others (1967) have quoted 
a value - 0.5 mri for the spatial resolution with their 2 
metre long streamer chaiober, being operated with an electric 
field of 20 Kv/c.m. Chikovani et al (1964) have foiund the stand­
ard deviation, 0*5 mm in a 19 cm streamer chamber with
200 Kv high voltage pulse. Bolotov (1964) used a computer 
to fit a least Square straight line to 100 points on a spark 
in 20 cm gap. The root mean square deviation laterally 
parallel to the electrodes was 0.5 mni. Alikhanian et &1 
(1965) measured tracks in a gap of 55 cm and found that the 
spark straggled the fitted line with a root mean square error 
of 0.5 mm.
Thus it appears that the present values compare favourably 
with other estimates.
Chikovani et al (1964) studied the root mean square devia­
tion with respect to the delay between the passage of the 
particles and the application of the high voltage pulse. For 
a delay of about one microsecond, the value of 6  found (0.5 mm) 
was much less than the diffusion radius of the electrons, 
but for a delay of 100 microseconds or more, has been
found to be of the same order as the diffusion radius. They
/explained
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explained this by a model illustrating the mechanism; of
streamer tracks. The model is based on the supposition that
clusters of electrons, rather than isolated track electrons,
are mainly responsible for the production of luminous centres.
Due to fluctuations in the development of avalanches, one
avalanche may develop faster than the other neighbouring ones.
This particular faster developing avalanche will meet Meek's
criterion earlier, and so the external field in a small
region in its neighbourhood will be reduced. This will
inhibit the growth of the adjacent avalanches. Thus there
must exist a certain distance, such that only one of the
several developing avalanches would become a streamer. Now
according to the cluster model, there also exists a distance
d^< dlô) such that the avalanches initiated by several
electrons within d,,would join together to make a single
streamer. Due to diffusion the electrons are distributed
across the track by the normal law, with a root mean square
-1
deviation (2Dt)^\ Therefore the middle of the track
would contain more electrons than the peripheral ones, and as 
a result, the avalanche streamer transition would occur with 
a higher probability. The fluctuation in the position of this 
cluster of electrons is less than that in a single electron. 
These two factors narrow the track width. The root mean 
square deviation is
^/2
/where
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v/hcre ^  is the number o.f elections ir { h € ctu^ dgr,-
a small value of delay (l microsecond) fs<] ir. 4, 
but for large delay M 1. When calculations are made with 
tliis formula agreement is obtained with the experimental 
values,
In a chamber having a small memory time due to the 
presence of some electronegative gas, the electron density 
along the trajectory would be smaller, and hence the value 
of M also would be a bit smaller than if it were in a pure 
noble gas. This would increase the value of <f . The 
chambers having small, natural memory times are most likely 
to contain some electronegative gas as impurity in the working 
gas, which may well explain their slightly higher value of 
6^  , The table below shows a relation between the value of 
^  and memory time.
Authors Memory time (side-view) (projection)
( mi c r o s e c ond )
30 0,7 0.33.'M's chs truth 
et al.(1968)
(hikovani 200 - 0.3 mm
et al (1964)
Present work 6 0.9 0.44 mm
The value of the spatial resolution in the streamer 
side view mode was (0.9 + 0.07) mm. These streamers were
/ab out
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7 rnm in length, which was the reason of the high value.
The standard deviation in streamer continuous mode 
tracks was 0.34 mm. The reason for this low value was perhaps 
that in this mode there is a more effective clustering of 
electrons, due to their smaller lateral displacement.
4.6. Angular accuracy
The angular accuracy was estimated as the average of 
the standard deviations of a number of determinations of 
the angles of tracks, computed by the method of least square.
As stated in the previous section, each track was 
scanned ten times, and so for each track ten values of the 
gradient "m" were obtained. For a particular track the 
standard deviation of these ten values of "m" was given by
f -n -) '/2
-rn ) / > ' ! )  L
- " 4.9.
where n = 10.
The scanning with the digitised microscope and the 
calculations on a computer, made the analysis fairly rapid, and 
thus suitable for a large number of tracks.
The error in is the standard deviation of mean.
The angular error of the tracks in the continuous streamer 
and streamer projection modes (22 Kv/cm) were quite low, 1,5 
m rad. The value for the side view streamers (llKv/cm) was
/rather
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ratliûr high (4.2 - 0.6)m rad. The explanation is probably
that they are about 7 nrn long making it difficult to determine
their centres. The analysis of similar tracks in the
hhambei? described by Eschstrutt, ct al (1968) gave a value of
7.5 ^ rad. Their chamber was placed in a magnetic field to
o
study the decay m"' Ti-^. The length of the
streamers was adjusted to be about 1 cm to give sufficient
light output for good photography, which may be the reason 
for the high value, C'ygi and Schneider (1966) studied the 
streamers in their 10 cm wide chamber with a field of $0 Kv/cm. 
The angular error (viewed perpendicular to the field) was found 
to be 3 rad for a 10 cm long track.
It is of interest to note that Alikhanian et al (19^3 -,
studied the accuracy of spark tracks in their 21 cm gap spaark 
chamber. They found that the trajectory of a straight track 
was established with an accuracy of up to 10 radi’a/n which 
is comparable with the value we have obtained in the continuous 
streamer moA&,
v/e conclude from this analysis that the present streamer 
chamber compares favourably with other chambers that have 
been described so far.
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C H A P T E R V
APPLICATI.M OF 3TREAM2R GHAMBEA TO THE STUDY OF MULTIPLE
SCATTERING
5.1. Theories of multiple scattering.
By 1939 physicists had observed that energetic charged 
particles passing tlirough matter were frequently deviated 
through small angles. Fn that year Williams suggested that this 
small angle scattering could be accounted for in terms of 
multiple Rutherford scattering.
When the impact parameter is greater than the nuclear 
radius, the scattering occurs in the coulomb field of the 
nucleus. The net scattering would be the accumulated effect of 
the successive nuclei entountered. The probability of any one 
deflection is given by in real the Rutherford scattering law.
Most of the scattering observed arises from thiso In his theory 
Williams assigned two limits for the extreme collision distances. 
The upper limit is determined by the shielding of the orbital 
electrons, and the lower limit iTo (nuclear radius), by the 
modification of the electrostatic field within the nuclear radius. 
When the impact parameter is less than the nuclear radius, 
the incoming particle approaches closer to the centre of the 
nucleus, and is likely to be scattered through a large angle.
These single large angle scatters are easily recognisable and 
may be ignored in any investigation of multiple scattering.
/The
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The main simplifying approximations are:-
(i) the average deflection is mainly contributed by 
scattering through small angles;
(ii) the distribution of the observed scattering angles should 
be (kussian and is expected to be unaffected by single 
scattering which in general would lie at larger angles.
This large angle scattering is rare, and is unlikely to 
occur more than once for any one particle in the scatterer. 
It is clear that is is the lower limit of the impact 
parameter that determines the upper limit of the angles 
that are included in the theory.
(iii) The scattering measured is the projection of the deflection 
on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight and con­
taining the initial direction - that is the usual
plane of a photograph.
In a field free space a particle moving with a velocity v 
parallel to a direction x may be represented by the infinite 
plane wave - A exp(ix/X). In the presence of an electrostatic 
scattering field in which the potential of the particle is V(y) 
the solution is of the form
y  = A exp(ix/ ÿ. ) + 1^ 5.1.
where^ represents the effect of the field. For low velocities 
Y/ is determined by the non-relativistic wave equation of 
Schro dinger..
 ^y y >
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If the scattering field is sufficiently weak, then the 
tern V be neglected (Born approximation). The solution
for at Icirge distances R fron the scattering field is
given by
n M f
^ /  5.3.
This neans that the scattered wave at R nay be obtained by 
supposing that every element of voluiae the field scatters
p
waves of amplitude )Vd'Tr/R, the phase of the secondary
wave being the sane as that of the primary wave at the point 
of scattering IT . For a field that is spherically symmetrical 
the probability !(©) of scattering through an angle 0 per 
unit solid angle (per incident particle per unit area), acc- 
ording to (5-3. )  is ^ .
1(8) c: I yR R T) ) R. / A % j /
f  c j v ( 7 ) t  o a^. / w-y I t  ,
For the scattering of a particle of chenge e by a nucleus of 
charge ze, the probability
I  (e) C 7 ^ t  ^  5.5
which is the Rutherford scattering
If the field deviates fron couloimbis.n ^ the modified 
scattering may be obtained by evaluating (5.4.) for the modified 
field.
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For the requirements of relativistic theory, where small 
angle scattering is concerned, the same equation may he used, 
if a relativistic expression for mass is inserted. In Dirac's 
relativistic theory of electrons there is a term representing 
the effect of spin, which is negligibly small. This makes the 
theory of small angle scattering simple.
The probability of n particle being scattered through an 
angle between 6  and can be expressed as a sum of
two probabilities.
r  q C F )  I #  5.6,
represents the Gaussian distribution and 8(^ ) the 
Rutherford distribution of single scattering.
The mean square value of projected deflections has been 
found using Rutherford's expression for the probability of 
single scattering and integrating over the limit ^  j..j,';^nd 
^  max. For angles less than ^  max Gaussian curve is 
predominant and for angles greater than (p max the Rutherford 
distrubution.
The mean absolute deviation
<♦> ■ iL
%  \/ / “ ^  
where ^ z /  L
N,t,z = the number of atoms per c.c., the thickness in cm 
and the atomic nuiaber of the material of the scatterer»
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The angle ÿ  nax is the greatest single angle scattering 
which can contribute to the observed deflection. Physically 
it is determined by the finite size of the nucleus. As o. first 
approximation to max, Williams takes the angle p) ^  ^ which 
is such that in traversin, ; the thickness t, a particle will 
suffer on the agerage just one deflection greater than cL 
The theory shows that
I  = 'b (ti/2) 5.8
r.iin is the effective ninijiujs angle. Its magnitude 
is determined by the screening of the field by the orb'ital 
electron. In deriving the basic single angle scattering 
formula using the Permi-Thomas statistical model of the atom 
to allow for the effect of screening, Williams considers 
separately the cases: Y z   ^ .
V oAaJ ) Y i> I
For  r <c ! -  1-75 m e  , //37 P
TkuO n & / 4/2
I U  f r i i  \  i  (  e  I  i l l — e i l i i  ) 0  /  L .
F o r T >d I
^ % 2^, o n
- 0-20 Ïï/Ÿ{- z '(i, /mC ]
IM’ is the average number of collisions. These assumptions 
give the mean deviation q  _  ^  ^  ^
5.10
5.11
5.12
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whon deflections greater tlucûn (p^ are taken into account, the 
mean deflection due to all is expressed by
y  -  + o . d o  ê )
5.13
is actually the root nean square scattering angle.
For load as scatterer the product of the nean total 
energy of the particles and the nean angle of scattering can 
be expressed as q
-  o . q o 6 t U  . 1 0 / 1 1  ev.
Other multiple scattering theories have been given by 
Goudsnit and Sounder son (1940), Molierc (1948), SnydeiK and 
Scott (1949), Nigam et al. (1959) and Nigan (1963). All these 
theories gave results within a few per cent of Williams's theory.
In Goudsnit and Saunderson's theory (1940) the distribu­
tion has been expressed as a series in Legendre polynomials.
In Holiore.'s (1948) and Snyder and Scott's (1949) theories 
an approximation of very small angle scattering, and hence, an 
expansion in Bassel functions have been used. For distribution 
of projected angles they use a Fourier integral.
A brief account of Moliere's theory has been given in 
Appendix (A). It shows that the scattering depends only upon 
a single parameter, describing the atomic screening. The 
scattering angle is obtained by making an exact quantum 
mechanical calculation of the cross-sections for single 
scattering. /Nigam
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Kigan et al (1959) (1963) has used the Dalitz (1951) 
relativistic expressions for single scattering cross-section 
derived in second Born approximation. It has been briefly 
described in Appendix (A), This theory could predict a small 
but finite difference in the multiple scattering of electrons 
and positrons, although the experimental value in a number of 
cases has been found to be greater th.an the theoretical.
In the case of heavy scatterer (high value of z) liodiere's 
theory gives better results, whereas nigan's and Williams's 
theories give higher values. But in the case of light scatterer, 
Niga'm'^ theory has been found more suitable.
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Table 5.1 - List of earlier work on multiple scattering 
(rus.) of cosmic ray muons.
Author Lnergy
Mev
1
Scatt­
erer
Thick-
ness
Technique V/h ether
agree-
ment
with
theory
Degree of 
agreement 
Experiment­
al Value 
Theoretic­
al value 
& remarks
Wilson
(19A-0)
600 Pb
Cu
Au
1 C'l
2 cm 
2 cm
Cloud
Chamber
Yes
Code
19/4-1
less
than
2000
W 3.8 cm Cloud
Chamber
Yes
Sinha
1945 95 pb 2 cm
Cloud
Chamber No 4796
Crewe
1951
184 Pb
-
1 inch Cloud
Chamber
No 65';:
Present
work
1968
98
11
i  Pb
i
i
!
i
f
1 inch
1
Streamer
Chamber
No 54>fc
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Tablo 5-2 - List of earlier work on in*s. of electrons and
positrons
Author Energ;
Mev
i
Y Scat' 
erer
fc- Thick- 
ness
Technique Whether
agree­
ment
with
theory
Degree of 
agreement
Experimental
Value
Theoretical 
value & 
remarks
Fowler
1938
5 to 
10
Pb 0,013 cm
0.1^93
gT:i/cm^
Cloud
Chamber
No 4296
Oleson 
et al
1959
5 to 
8
C
Pb
0.73gn/
cn^
0.072
2
gn/cm
Cloud
Chamber No 58%
Sheppard
and
Fowler
1940
3 to
17
G
Pb
A1
0.138 and 
0.381 cm
0.013 &
0.038 cn 
0.118 cn
Cloud
Chamber
Yes
No
No
60%
85%
Kulchit­
sky & 
Latyshev 
1942
2.23 A1
Fe
PB
0.01 cn
0.002 cn 
0.0007 cn
Magn.lens
and G.M.
tubes 0
No
Yes
(almost
94-%
(Holiere) 
) 101.5%
Groetzi-
nger
1950
0.03
to
1.7
j'lr Cloud
Chamber Yes
Gottstien 
et al.
1951
103
and
183
L
200
nicron 
(cell
length)
Nuclear
emulsion
!
Yes
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Tablü 5.2 continued
Author
Hanson
1951
Hisdal
1952
Vo w o  die
1952
Bosley
&
Muirhead 
1952
Hussain
1955
Bosley 
& Hughe;
1955
Ehergy 
Mev
15.6
0.59
16.7
18
6.6
8c
11.5
10
Scatt- Thick­
er er ness
Be
Au
G
5
G,
G
5
0.25% 
gn/cn'- 
0.49 o
gn/cn^
0.0187
and
0.0373
gn/cm^
17:6
micron
(cell
length)
45
micron
58,76
& 114 
micron
Technique
Magnetic-1 olens
ionisation
chamber
Nuclear
emulsion
Nuclear
emulsion
Nuclear
emulsion
Whether Degree of 
agree- agreement
Exp erimental 
value
mont
with
theory Theoretical
value
Nuclear
emulsion
Nuclear
emulsion
Yes Nigan(q=l.l2) 
nigan([i=l .8)
Moliere
Moliere
No 60%
Yes
Yes jlxptl .value 
(almost) slightly
higher than 
! theoretical
Yes
Ye I 
No
for positrons
for electrons 
exptl.value 
10% higher 
than theory.
Table 5.2 continued
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Author
Pleymann
&
Williams
1956
Hander-
son
1957
Mev
1
1.5
2.5
0.4
Strong U.5
&Roy I to 
1963 1.8
Scatt­
er or
Thick- Technique 
noss
Whether Degree of
G
5
G
5
N2
25
micron
Nuclear
emulsion
Nuclear
emulsion
Cloud
chamber
agroe-
nent 
wi th 
taeory
Yes
Yes
agreement
Experimental
value
Theoretical
value
I 809o
8096 
95%
Agreement with 
Williams's 
theory.
Moliere’s 
theory under­
estimates the 
results above 
0.6 Mev
M.s of heavy ions (0^^ and Ar ) involving 
large values of Born parameter
Y = I Z 7 f i
Simon
1964
(oi6)
164
r4oo
Al,
Ni
Au
Al
1.74 mg/
cn^
1.83 Mg/
cn^
5.12 Mg/
cn2 
0.32 ng/ciY
Nuclear
emulsion
Ye; Agreement
with
Moliere's 
theory.
Nigam's theory 
gives highe^ 
value.
Table 3.5.
—  +
List of works on nultiple scattering difference between e and e
Author energy
Mev
Scatterer Technique
!
whether
agree­
ment
^4+
Groetzinger 
et al.
1952
3.55
(e~)
and
2.66
! (e+)
9lr Cloud
Chamber
No 1.1
Gwgak
and
Scott
(1955)
; 0.4
A
Cloud
Chamber1 No
4.D8
0.92
Bosley
and
Hughe G
(1955)
10 G5 Nuclear
emulsion
No 1.1
Heymann
and
Wiliams
(1966)
1
1.5
2.5
G5
Nuclear
emulsion
No
marginal
No
1.08
1.03
1.17
Strong and 
Boy
(1963)
0.3 to
1.8 «2
Cloud
Chamber
Yes 1
K is called the scattering constant and is given by the relation
Where 0 is the nean angle of scattering, p,v and z are the momentum 
velocity and charge of the particle and t is the cell size in 
micron.
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5.2. Survey of earlier work
The results of previous work have been condensed into 
Tables 5*1, 5.2 and 5.3. It nay be seen that the observed 
amount of nultiple scattering in most of the experiments does 
not agree with the theoretical values. The disagreement is 
generally in the case of lower energy particles scattered in 
thick specimens of heavy materials.
In all the experiments, agreement was found with the 
theory to the extent that the distribution in the product 
(E 0) of scattering angle (0) and energy (.fi) of the 
scattered particle when plotted against 0 was approximately 
Gaussian in form, and the product (EG) was constant over a 
range of energies, and independent of the sign of charge of 
the scattered particles.
In the case of electrons scattered through heavy material 
agreement was obtained only when the energwas more than 15 
Mev, and thickness of the foil very small, for example Hanson 
(1951). At the lower energies agreement was better in the 
case of aluminium and carbon laminae.
For muons scattered through thick (wn 1 cm) lead the 
agreement was obtained when the energy was more than 500 Mev. 
At lower energies, the experimental value was smaller than 
theoretical one, as has been found by Sinha (1945) and 
Crewe (1951).
When the multiple scattering was studied in photographic
/emulsion
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enulsion plates, agreement with theory was found for energy 
about 10 Mev. But the experimental value at 1 to 2 Mev was 
only about 80/ of the theoretical.
The multiple scattering has also been studied in gases.
In nitrogen there is almost complete agreement with theory, 
but in Argon the experimental value is again less than 
theoretical.
All the work with emulsions and foils has been compared 
with Moliere's theory which gives a slightly lower (few per 
cent.) value than Williams's theory, in case of heavy 
scatterers.
Nigam's theory predicts about 1% difference in the 
multiple scattering of electrons and positrons, but larger 
differences, even more than 10% have been observed. Here, also 
the agreement is better when the energy is high and scattering 
angle small.
The multiple scattering of heavy ions j(0^  ^ and A ^^) 
through very very thin metal foils (less than 2 mg/cm") 
has been found to be in agreement with Moliere's theory. The 
energies of the oxygen and argon ions were 154 and 400 Mev 
respectively.
5-3. Experiment
In the present experiment the scattering of cosmic ray 
muons in a one inch thickness of lead has been studied.
/The
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Thü doublé gap chamber in the continuous streamer mode was 
used but with a lead scatterer ( 9 x 9 x 1  inch^) placed 
between the gaps. The lead actually was sandwiched between 
two 1/15 inch (24inches square) aluminium plate electrodes.
The experimental arrangement has been shown in figures 5.1. A 
scintillation counter was placed just above a 2 inches thick 
(8 inches square) lead absorber and an anticoincidence counter 
just below. The two earth electrodes were aluminium plates 
described earlier. Another scintillation counter was placed 
above the chamber on the joists used for clamping. The one 
inch lead scaterer along with the two thin aluminium plates 
served as the high voltage electrode. Above the top scintilla­
tor, there was placed 10 cm of lead to absorb the soft 
components of the cosiiic ray particles.
The first and second scintillation counters were 
in- coincidence ; the third and the coincidence output were 
in antt-coincidence. Thus only the hard components of the 
cosmic ray particles which were able to pass through one 
inch of lead but stopped by the lower 2 inches of lead could 
give an ant(e-ocdncddence output which triggered the Marx- 
generator. The antd-coincidence system is described in Chapter 
VI. It was found to work quite satisfactorily. The spurious 
antt-coincidence output was almost negligible. The rate of 
genuine ante-coincidence output was about 5% of the 
coincidence output without any lead absorber.
/The
cn
r r
Ft g.5,2-Photograph of the donhle gap chamber used for 
multiple scattering experiment.
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The scattering in the thin aluniniuri high voltage 
electrodes and perspex plates was ignored in comparison with 
the scattering in lead, because previous observations had shown 
it to be negligible.
5.4. Results of present experiment
The trac.hs were scanned by the digitised microscope. 
Straight lines were constructed by the least squares method 
for the tracks above and below the scatterer, and the 
scattering angle was obtained from the difference of the slopes. 
In all 227 tracks were considered and they are displayed in 
Figure 5.4. The majority lie in the range 0° to 17°, although 
a few cases of larger angles were observed. Rgure 5.5. shows 
some typical examples of the scatterings photographed. The 
accuracy with which the slopes can be determined is 0.09 
degree and hence the probable error in the scattering angle is 
0.11 degree.
The particles were grouped in the angular range 0°-l° 1°- 2°,
2°- 5°,...... 16°- 17° and so on, and their numbers were
displayed in the form of a histogram (Fig. 5.4). It may be seen 
that there is some deviation from a Gaussian. The mean of all 
the small angle scattering is 4.45° and the root mean square 
value is 5.6°. A Gaussian of the mean value 4.45° can be seen 
in the Figure 5.4. In addition a Gaussian derived from the 
theory has been plotted and normalised to the experimental
Gaussian. The discrepances are obvious.
/From
IZl
Fig.5.3-CoFnio ray m.ons scattered through one inch lead,
  Experimental
- Gaussian of 9 
Gaussian of %
Hi stogram 
Curve —50 = 4 .45(Exptl.)
= 9*6® (Theotl.)
40
3 0
2 0
O ^ O  o O O O , 6
 ^ 16 18 20 22 24 26
o o Ù o0 .a
©
Fig.5,4-Distribution of cosmic ray particles scattered through 
one inch of lead,plotted against Q ,the projected angle 
of scattering.
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Fron the rango-onergy relation graph hy Wick (194$) 
the kinetic energy of cosnic ray particles having a range 
of one inch in lead has been found to be 64 v, which was 
the lower Unit of the energy range of particles selected 
by the anti-coincidence technique. The upper linit was fixed 
by the three inch range in l^ad which corresponds to 1$3 
Mev. The nean kinetic energy is therefore 98 tiev over the 
snail range of zenithal angle used in this experinent 
(i 1$^), the distribution of cosnic rays has been taken 
to be uniforn (Fice-Evans and Mishra 1967).
The theoretical value of the product (EG) can be
obtained fron equation (5 4' ) .
The total nean energy of the particles was about
200 Mev, Thus according to the equation
2 - i o -
thus (xi/0) = 1,90 X lo9 QY degrees.
The expcrinental nean angle of scattering
6 -  ±  0-26^  Ûn.'yv^ .ç,.' 5-7 1
This value has been corrected with a geometrical factor to 
account for the snail variation in the recording efficiency 
for the different angles. The correction has been found by 
a graphical method. In a scaled diagram of the whole
/arrangement
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of the apparatus (counters, chambers, scatterer and extra lead
...
absorber) as shown in figure ($.$), five equail]? spaced 
points were taken both on the upper counter and on the scatterer- 
The lines joining these points gave 2$ tjq)ical trajectories 
of particles incident at different angles as allowed by the 
geometryo The sizes of the two counters and the scatterer are 
almost the saie. The trajectories in the second gap representing 
the direction of the scattered particles were drawn taking 
the lim.i'’ Lng cases which could be recorded by the instrument.
The chance of a scatter through a certain angle was determined 
for each trajectory and the results combined to give an overall 
efficiency^ Thus a correction factor was obtained for each 
angular group^ Figure ($.>5) shows the efficiency of different 
angles. It can be seen that there is a maximum degrease in 
efficiency of only 8% for angles greater than l$°o Application 
of these corrections increases the mean projected angle of 
scattering by on].y 4,7%, me.) Lig it 4.66°. Then the r.n.s, value 
of the angle becomes 5°97°r This is the value that is used in 
the comparison with the different theoretical values.
The experimental situation in the present work differs 
slightly from the situation contemplated in Williams's theonr 
The projected distribution in a plane parallel to the front 
surface of the chaiber has been measured in the present work, 
whereas Williams considered the plane containing the initial
/direction.
c D E
\ f
Flg.5.5-A typical diasramatic representation of the geometric 
limitations of the chamber for recording scattering,
60
> 4  0 o O o
® ® O O O O O O O O û o o o G>
0 0 0 0 
18 2 0  22 24
000 O o
Ô
Flg. 5.6- Recording efficiency for different scattering angles
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direction, A graphical .assessnent has shown that the 
difference between the results in these two situations is only 
3a for a particle incident at an angle of 20° and scattered 
through 10°, is the naxinuia angle of incidence in this work 
was only 15 ,^ the actual correction would be nuch snaller.
A true spatial angle of scattering of 10° results in a 
nean projected angle (in a plane containing the initial 
direction) of 6.23°. In the case of incident particles not 
necessarily being in the plane of projection, Fdg. 5«8 shows 
the nodification that leads to an equivalent nean projected 
angle of 6.46°. Crewe and Latherland (1951) have given a 
nathenatical treatnent for such a case but it has not been 
enployed because it is complex and the correction is snail.
Other authors see'i to have ignored it altogether.
The results are shown in the table below.
Value of 0 agreement. 0 exptl/0 theofi 
______________________   r.n.s.________________________
Experimental 5-97°
Williams 11,5 52%
Moliere 11.25 54%
Nigam (r= 1.12) 12.7 47%
Nigam (^L 1.8) 12.4 48%
It L b Seen that the disagreement between the experimental 
value of the mean scattering angle and the theoretical value is 
very large. This confirms what other physicists have found 
(see Fig.5.7c)o The best agreement is with Moliere whose theory
/has
Mean projected angle ÿ n  the 
present case =6 .4 6 *'
Mean projected angle in 
the Williams ’s case =6.25 
Therefore the difference 
= 0.21/6.25^
Which is very small __ 
justifies the use of 
angles.
and
projec tod
Fig.5,8-Assessment of the error involved in projected distribution 
when compared with Williams’s condition.
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ha s a higher correction factor (than Nigam) attached to the 
critical screening angle where there is deviation from the 
first Born approximation in the case of scatterers of high 
atomic number. The justification for the smaller correction 
given by Nigam is that the deviation from the first Born 
approximation is very snail at small angles which go into 
the definition of the screening angle. This shows that 
these theories might be fully applicable only in the case of 
very small angle scattering and hence for very high energy 
particles scattered through thin foils.
Nor these measurements in the present experiment 
electrons and protons have been excluded. Electrons would 
have to pass tlirough at least five inches of lead without 
producing any shower. This is most unlikely. The protons 
cannot be excluded. But they have been estimated to be less 
than The mean kinetic energy of protons having range
between one inch and three inches of lead is about 100 Mev. 
Thus the total energy would be of the order of lO^ev. The 
velocity of these protons would therefore be smaller than for 
muons and would thus be scattered through larger angles. Fyovi 
equation (5.14) of Williams’s treatment the mean angle of 
scattering comes to be 14.4°. Thus the contribution of 
protons to the distribution is negligibly small. It was 
therefore concluded that all the observed particles were 
muons o
/5.5.
100
9 0
70
50
3C
5 0 0  6 0 0O 7 0 0lOO 2 0 0  3 0 0  4 0 0
E (M ev)
(1) Wilson (1 9 4 0) ( Pb.-ICM and Au. -2CM )
(2) Code <1941 ) ( W — 3 . 8  CM ).
(3 ) Crewe (1951 ) (Pb. 1 inch )
(4 ) Present work (1968 ) (Pb.— linch ) 
,(5) Sinha (1945 ) (Pb. - 2CM )
Fig,5.7c-Dopendence of ratio of experimental and theoretical 
values of mean scattering angle for muons in heavy 
and thick elements (lead and gold ) .
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5«5» Comparison with, other results on muons.
In Figure 5.7c the amount of agreement of the present 
and other experiments with theory is plotted against energy.
It appears that there is agreement at higher energies hut 
the disagreement increases as the energy decreases. In each 
experiment a heavy scatterer was used (I to 4 cm). From 
the combined results Co far it is not possible to say at 
what energy the discrepancy begins, but 500 Mev would be a 
guess, The present value agrees well with the trend. For 
the theories to agree completely with the experimental value 
the critical screening angle \ p  min (OT ) should be 
about 100 times larger or alternatively 14)max ( )(() 10“^
times smaller than the estimated values. Such modified 
values would not appear to have any theoretical justification. 
It might be pointed out here, however, that the theorists have 
disagreed amongst themselves about the validity of their 
calculations (e.g. Ni gam and Mathur (1961) 'ioubt ïloliere ' s 
treatment at high Z).
Williams's theory suggests that for muons of energy 
100 Mev, one should eDcpect the average number of collisions 
in one inch of lead to be 1,5 10^, But to account for the 
present results, a number of only 20 has to be substituted 
in the expression (5.7). This completely contradicts the 
sense of the theory.
/It
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It is difficult to explain the discrepancies between 
the results 'md the theoretical statements - for low energy 
particles in heavy scatterers - with modifications for the 
form of the potentials, because the Fermi-Thomas and expon­
entially screened potentials used in the theories are well 
established,
5.6. /olidi-'-y of Born approximation.
It has been pointed out by Parzen (1950) that the 
Williams's theory is based on the Born approximation which 
is not valid for heavy elements. It is a general property 
of Dir a equation that if the potential is sufficiently 
strong, then no matter how high the energy of the scattering 
particle, the Born approximation will not be valid. This is 
in contrast with the Schrbdinger equation, where Born 
approximation is always valid if the energy of the particle 
is large enough. The Born approximation gives good results 
when the potential is weak, that is, when the wave function 
is that of a free particle. In the Schrbdinger theory as 
the particle energy increases the potential becomes effective­
ly weaker, since the particle spends less time near scatterer. 
Thus even for strong potentials one can always find energies 
large enough for the potential to be considered weak. But
/in
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in the relativistic Dirac’s equation this is not the case.
For if the particle is already travelling with almost the 
velocity of light, an increase in the energy will not 
decrease the time spent by the particle near the scatterer.
If this is true, it is strange that Wilson's results for 
600 Mev particles in 1 cm of lead and 2 cm of gold were V*n 
satisfactory agreement with theory. Code's result in 3.8 
cm of tungstep agreed with Wilson’s and thus the two 
results show that the Born approximation in lead might be 
valid for energies of the order of 10 times the rest energy 
of muons. But on the other hand Sheppard and Fowler (1940) 
found a large discrepancy for 5 to 1? Mev electrons in 0.015 
cm and 0,038 cm of lead, and thus some doubt still remains 
on the validity of the approximation,
iin attempt to modify the theory to account for this 
departure from the Born approximation has been made by 
Noliere (1948) and Nigam et al (1959) but their calculations 
produce only a small change and cannot explain the large dis­
crepancies.
5.7. Comparison with the results on electrons :
Discrepancies similar to those observed with muons can 
be seen in the results on electrons (Fig.5.7 a arl b).
Although there are not many data on the scattering of electrons 
through metal foils the trend with energy is clear. It also
01007,
9 0 '
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G
(0.0007 CM. Pt) O
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O
6 S ip 52 14 16
E ( m e v ) -------------- ^
8 20
2
(1) Hanson (l95l) (Au. -0.0187 a n d  O.O3 7 3 g in / cm )
(3) S h e p p a rd  (194O) (Pb.-0.01 Sand O.O38 CM.)
(3 ) Fowler (1 9 3 8) (Pb.-0.015 c m . )  ^
(4 ) Oleson (1 9 3 9) (Pb.-0.072 GM/CM ) ^
(5) Kulchitsky (1 9 4 2) (Pb.- 0.0007 gm/cm )
Fig.5.7 a-DepondencQ of ratio of experimental and theoretical 
values^ean scattering angle for . e & e "  in heavy 
elements (lead and gold ).
9 0
50
30
0  2 4  6 8 12 14 16 18 2 0  22
(m e v)
(1) Bosley and Muirhead (1952)
(2) Voyvodic (1952)
(3 ) Hussain (1955)
(4 ) Bosley and Hughes (1955)
(5) Hussain (l955)
(6 ) and (7) Keymannand Williams (1956) 
($) Hisdal (1952)
(9 ) Henderson (1957)
Fig,5,7b— Dependence of ratio of experimental and theoretical
values of moan scattering angle for -e ^ q +  in G (Ilford) 
emulsion, 5
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appoars that if the scatterer is made thinner, agreement 
with theory improves, e.g. (fowler (1958) and des on et al. 
(1959), in which agreement goes up from 42' to 58%^
2
When the thickness is reduced from 0.17 to 0.0? gm/cm »
2
In the case of a very thin scatterer (e.g. 8 ngn/cm ), 
Kulchitsky and Latishcv, 1942) reasonable agreement was 
obtained even with electrons of energies as low as 2.25 Mev.
In the case of scattering in gases e.g. nitrogen in 
cloud chambers, there is a reasonable agreement between 
theory and experiment, but the experimental value has a 
tendency to be higher than the theoretical as the energy 
increases above 0.6 Mev (Strong and Roy 1965)-
The study of the multiple scattering of electrons 
in emulsion plates also shows that there is considerable 
disagreement between theory and experiment, particularly 
at low energy as has been shown by Hisdal and in a number 
of other earlier experiments (table 5-2). The experiments 
of Bosley and Muirhead (1952) show agreement with theory 
but as the proportion of silver halide is decreased the 
experimental value exceeds the theoretical.
5.8. Discussion of the relevance of the different theories.
The above discussions clearly show the limited 
applicability of the theories. Williams *s theory is suitable
for voi-y high energy particles and lighter scatterers,
Moliere's theory gives better results in the case of heavy 
scatterers and Nigan's theory oxploins the experimental values 
reasonably well in the case of thin, light scatterers, and 
predicts a difference between the multiple scattering of 
electrons and positrons (I.e. the particles 'sf opposite charge). 
The latter theories modify the critical screening angle proposed 
by Williams. Molliergincludes a correction factor which 
increases this angle with Z of the scatterer. In Nigam's theory 
a smaller correction has been used, with two impirically chosen 
multiplying factors, p = 1.12 and g = 1.8. In the experiment 
where the value 1 .]2 gives good results, 1.8 reduces the theo­
retical value to too low a value (H&nderson and Scott, 1957). 
Also, Hanson’s results (Table 5*2) show that when the scatterer 
thickness increases, g = 1.8 gives better results, whereas in
gold Moliere's theory gives good results. In the case of Be 
(0.257 gm/cm^) and Au(0,0187 gm/cm^), p = 1.8 (Wigam) gives 
results 7% and 10% (respectively) smaller than theoretical.
5"9" ihialysis of the present distribution of angles.
A close examination of the histogram (Fig.5.4) shows that 
it can be split up into two separate Gaussian distributions 
(Fig.5.9 a,b). The broader part if extrapolated to cover the 
range of 0° to 8^ , with a nearly flat top, gives a mean angle
/of
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Fig.5.9 (a)-Histogram of total distribution of muons.The curve
indicates an attempt to separate the distribution into 
two parts.The curve is a Gaussian of mean angle 8.1 
(b) -Histogram of subtracted component.The curve represents 
a Gaussian of mean angle 2.32
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of 8.1^, and this when corrected for genetrical factor, becomes 
8.4°. The histogram compares reasonably well with the theoretical 
Gaussian corresponding to a mean angle of 9.4°. The value of 
8.4° is90%of the theoretical value.
The narrow component is contained in an angular range of 
0°to 8°, and appears to be Gaussian in form with a mean angle of 
2.32°. This second component cannot be explained by any of the 
theories on multiple scattering. It is interesting t ^ note, 
however, that this distribution looks similar to the distribution 
of the charged particles emerging from a single crystal. In 
this case, the narrow component is considered to be due to 
"channelling" of particles in the inter atomic planes of the 
crystal (Dearnaley 1968). So far the experiments on channelling 
have been restricted to particles with low energies (of the 
order of a few Mev) traversing through very thin crystals 
(e.g. 20 microns), and the theories imply that this phenomenon 
will only be observed for low energies.
The lead plate used in the experiment was made by pouring 
into a one inch deep mould. The nature of the lead was investi­
gated by polishing and etching an area. The etched surface was 
viewed with a microscope (x 7.5) and the crystalline structure 
was easily visible. Measurements indicated the average size 
of crystal to be about 0.2 mm, ranging up to a maximum of 0.5 mm.
Although "channelling" may explain some of the early dis­
crepancies at the low energies, it does not appear that it can
/account
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account for the narrow component of the histogram in the present 
experiment. It nay be that a new effect is involved at those 
relatively high energies.
5.10. Conclusion on multiple scattering
The present work on the multiple scattering of 100 Mev 
muons in one inch of lead shows a large deviation from the 
theoretical predictions. It does not appear possible to 
modify the existing theories to account for the discrepancies.
It may be that the explanation lies in the structure of the 
scattering material.
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C H A P T E R  V I
A SELF TRIGGERED STR'RiilER GILVK3ER FOR LOV 
-dlRRGY P ARTICLES
6.1, Low energy application
Practically all streamer chambers that have been used so 
far have been designed for the study of high energy particles. 
Such systems are normally triggered externally. In such cases 
the particles must pass through the scintillators .end the 
metallic electrodes which is not .feasible in the study of low 
energy particles. If alpha and beta particles from a radio­
active source have to be studied, ideally the source would be 
kept inside the sensitive volume of the chamber, and so should 
the triggering device. In the case of intense beams random 
triggering might be used, but this suffers from the disadvantage 
that often long delays would occur, resulting in the diffusion 
of the primary electrons, so that the streamer would not 
represent the trade faithfully.
In some applications neutral particles and electromagnetic 
raâàtion have to be studied by means of low energy charged 
particles produced in interactions, Por such cases a streamer 
chamber with internal triggering could be very useful. An 
example might be the study of polarisation of fast neutrons by 
recording the recoil alpha tracks, if the chamber contains 
helium,
/In
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In this chapter the design and operation of such a 
chamber is described. It has been found to work well with 
a weak thorium source.
6.2, Early work
G. Gavalleri et al. (1965) have reported a chamber, 
which they call a "light" or "gas amplified scintillation" 
chamber. The primary scintillation of the gas is picked up 
by a photomultiplier and used to trigger a pulse generator,
A damped radiofrequency electric field from the pulse 
generator is applied to the chamber, The electron multiplica­
tion is caused by this field. The quality of the tracks 
obtained was not good. The authors said that the light out­
put obtained restricted the method to the observation of 
particles of high ionisation density.
The next self-triggered spark chamber was reported by 
S, Yasumi, et al.(1964). This was actually a discharge chamber 
with a transparent H,V. electrode enclosed in a metal casing 
having a large glass window on the top for photography and a 
small quartz window on the side, through which a photomulti­
plier always looks inside the sensitive volume of the chamber. 
The Gerenkov light or the gas scintillation produced by 
the passage of the charged particles is picked up by the 
photomultiplier gi^ /ing rise to a pulse which drives the high 
voltage circuit. They have used a photomultiplier protecting
/circuit
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circuit, run by the sane signal which triggers the high 
voltage circuit. The P.M. protecting circuit produces 
appropriate pulses of amplitude enough to make the voltage 
of the first and second dynode of P.M. equal to or loss 
than that of the cathode during the breakdown of the 
chamber, and thus can protect the P.M. against a tremendous 
number of photons emitted at the time of sparking of the 
chamber.
The third self-triggered chamber was reported by
Giacomich and Logonegro (1965). This was also a discharge
%
chamber of sensitive volume 10 x 10 x 1 cm, . On the bottom 
of the chamber a thin lining of ZnS(Ag) scintillator was 
placed and this was coupled to a photomultiplier tube. The 
ZnS coating was kept covered by a thin aluminium sheet of 
thickness equivalent to 100 Kev for 5 Mev alpha particles, 
to prevent the discharge light reaching the photomultiplier.
Ullnan et al.(1968) have reported a double gap chamber 
of 4 cm gap spacing on each side and 55 cm diameter. The 
transparent electrodes were mylar covered wire planes, 
and the triggering was achieved with plastic scintillators 
placed outside the electrodes. The chamber was partially 
successful and has been used in the search for double beta 
decay.
6.5. Apparatus
A n attempt was first made to convert the 20 cm double
/gap
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gap chamber into a self-trigger device by introducing two 
wire grid counters in the gaps -and connecting them in coin­
cidence. First of all the detectors were tried as spark 
counters, but they were not successful. Next the proportional ,
mode of operation was tried, but the signals were drowned 
of the ' ^ p
by the pickuy television signal on the large 60 x 60 cm ) 
grids, which was -^s much as 10 mv. Finally, a plastic ,
scintillator was introduced into a single 20 cm gap operated 
in streamer projection mode, and was found to work
satisfactorily. :
6.5.1. - Grid spark-counter (design .and operation) •'
In the early attempt the double gap chamber was modified
to include two wire grids within the sensitive volume as
2shown in Figure (6.1a). The winding of the 60 x 60 cm 
grids has already been described, and the vacuum sealing was ;
achieved with perspex cement and O' rings. Another such system 
was included in the second gap,- 1600 volts was placed between •;
the outer plate end the first grid. When a particle passed, a 
localised spark occurred and the signal was taken out to r
trigger the Marx generator. The second grid was earthed and v
was included to allow the large chamber current to bypass the 
spark counter Jind its electronics. The spark pulse was sharply 'f.
differentiated, giving very fast rising pulse with an %
/amplitude
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Fig.6.1b- Photograph of the chamber and some electronics
Fig.6,2-Discharge obtained on triggering by spark counter.
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>:implitude of about one volt. Fig. 6,1b shows a photograph .)f 
the chambo'r.
À quenching circuit similar to that described in section
6.4 was used. This was triggered by the counter pulse, and 
delivered a 2 ^ 0 volts 600 microseconds positive pulse to the 
aluminium electrode,
6.^.2, Performance
It was found that, it was difficult to operate two open 
spark counters in coincidence, because there was a mutual 
inducing of pulses between the two counters. Good electric?1 
shielding was necessary. Another trouble was the emission of 
a large number of photons from the sparks in the counter. These 
gave rise to a large number of randomly placed ions in the 
sensitive, volume of the chamber, These caused spurious 
discharges each time the chamber was triggered (see Figure 
6,2)r They also distorted the tracks. The tracks that were 
bbtained were zig zag and diffused and often there was a sheet 
discharge along the sides of the chamber, This approach to 
triggering was thus abandoned.
6.5 - 3« Scintillator inside the sensitive volume
The Fig. (6.3) shows a nine inches square ^ inch thick 
plastic NE 102A scintillator which was made to form the 
bottom of the chamber, the sealing being achieved with 0'rings. 
The ceiling of the chamber was a 9 x 9 x -J inch^ perspex plate 
with a central hole through which a source could be introduced,
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T?ie light guido was a half an inch thick perspex plate*
The length of the edge in contact with crystal was nine 
inches and that in contact with cathode of the photomultiplier 
was inch and a half. The light guide .and the outside surfaces 
of the crystal was covered with thin sheets of white poly­
styrene foam and P.,V,G„ black tape to make it light.tight.
Particular care was taken to make the whole chamber 
light tight. The electrodes were clamped and the remaining 
two vertical surfaces were covered with sheets of polystyrene 
foam and black tape. The front surface of the chamber 
through which tracks were seen and photographed was surrounded 
by black cloth and the camera was placed inside (see Figure 
6.4).
iVrrangemonts wore made to protect the photomultiplier 
from the photons of the discharge. An anticoincidence scin­
tillation counter was placed just below the first counter to 
cutt off the cosmic ray background, as may be seen in Fig. 6.3.
6.4. Protection of the Photomultiplier 
6.4,1 - High resistance potentiometer
The protection was endured in two ways. First the 
potentiometer supplying voltages to different dynodes of photo­
multiplier, was a chain of resistances of very high value,
1.6 M each (see Fig. 6,5)0 The total resistance of the
/chain
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Chain in the 15 g stage tube was 14 x 1,6 = 22/'- M . The 
reason for protecting a photomultiplier is to protect the 
anode which may burn when a large current flows through it. 
The dynodes may not be affected. When there is a discharge 
in the chamber, a huge current flows through the chain and 
reduces the voltage very much -nd hence decreases the anode 
current.
Quenching Circuit - The second method which was thought to 
be more reliable was a quenching circuit, which gives a 
negative pulse of amplitude 200V and length about 8 m sec, 
rising in about 150 n sec..
The quenching cir^ /'iit actually consisted of three stages 
(Figure 6.6)* The first stage was a multivibrator. The valve 
was a double triode EGG 91o It was initiated by a 15 volts 
positie^e pulse from the amplifier/discriminator.
The second sta$e consists of a valve EL 560 used as an 
amplifier^ Normally this valve remained cut off. A 40 volts 
positive output from the multivibrator turned it on almost 
completely, giving out the required quenching pulse.
The quenching pulse was applied to the first d^ n^ode of 
the photomultiplier through a cathode follower which was the 
third stage of the quenching circuit.
The 150 n sec rise time of the quenching pulse ensured
/its
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its application to the first dynode before the chamber
discharged, during this pulse the first dynode remained
negative with respect to the cathode, preventing the
electrons reaching it. lie quenching nuise was long enough 
dynode
to keep the first/negative until the discharge in the chamber 
ended completely„
With this circuit included in the system, an oscillo­
scope showed clearly that no pulses were obtained from 
the scintillator for the duration of the quenching pulse.
6. Anticoincidence
An anticoincidence arrangement was necessary to cut;6 
off the cosmic ray background. For this purpose, a 
10 X 9 X 2 inches^ plastic NE102A scintillator, with a 
similar light guide and photomultiplier was used in anti- 
coincidence with the first scintillator.
The anticoincidence stage was a 6 BN6 valve, A bias 
of -$v was applied to the first grid and +0,8 volt to the 
third (Figure 6,6). Normally the valve remained cut It
was switched on only when a positive pulse arrived at the 
first grid from the upper scintillator. If a simultaneous 
negative pulse arrives from the lower scintillator, the 
valve remains cut off. Thus the 6 BN6 only gives an output 
when the particle is stopped in the upper crystal. Because, 
most of the cosmic ray particles passed through both 
scintillators they produced no anticoincidence output. It
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It was ensured that the negative pulses were lengthened and 
always arrived before the positive pulses.
On testing with no source present the system was found 
to trigger once or twice a minute. But when a radioactive 
source was introduced into the chamber, the system appeared 
to work well. The inverter and anticoincidence circuits 
are shown in Figure 6,7.
6.6. Results and discussion,
With a weak Thorium B source inserted the chamber was 
triggered at random, and as expected the tracks were broad 
and diffused. They have been shown in Figure 6.8, The 
photography was done in the projection mode from a distance 
of about 4- ft. with a stop 2,8.
In the self-triggered mode the source was placed at 
different distances (e.g. 18, 10 and 5 cm) above the bare 
upper crystal. With the anticoincidence system triggering 
the chamber, good tracks were obtained.
Thorium B emits two alpha particles with energies of 
6.1 and 8.6 Mev in its decay to stable lead. The ranges in 
the neon-helium mixture were estimated to be 12 cm and 17 cm 
respectively. In addition the source emits beta particles 
with a variety of energies up to 2„25 Mev, and these 
of course have much larger ranges,
A selection of tracks with the source in the middle of 
the chamber is shown in Figure 6.9.
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6.9 (a) Shows a typical alpha track.
6.9 (b) Shows an alpha that triggered the chamber together
with a randomly coincident alpha moving horizontally,
6.9 (c) The decay of Th C is such that a beta particle is
often emitted Immediately after the alpha ( 500
n sec) and the figure shows both the particles.
The alpha track is characterised by a much brighter 
track.
6.9 (d) Shows a similar case to (c) but the triggering has
been done by the beta only, and the alpha appears 
to have stopped in the gas. The brighter end of 
the track corresponds to the greater ionisation 
just before stopping,
6.9 (e) This shows a beta track. Because the p tracks in
the negative are much fainter than the alpha, a high 
contrast print is required and consequently the 
exposure time has to be adjusted carefully.
In the projection mode the alpha tracks are quite diff­
erent from thossof cosmic rays. The light emission appears 
to be very high and this corresponds to a high primary ion 
density, which is of the order of thousand/cm. The avalanches 
probably coalesce before they grow to full size, when inhibition 
takes place. The small side tracks in Figure 4.10 have a similar 
look. The high primary ion density is also the reason for the 
tracks being a bit thicker than the cosmic ray tracks.
/The
Fig.6.9- Tracks obtained with internal trigger, 
(see page J/3 for explanation ).
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The quality of the tracks in this self triggered 
chamber is better than those previously reported. The 
chambers by Cavalleri et ale (l%3) and Giacomich 
and Lagonegrc (1965) were not so suceessful because the 
light emission was very small.
À streamer ch.amber which has just been reported by 
Ullman et al (1968) for use in low energy application, is 
not strictly internally triggered because the scintillators 
were outside the wire electrodes, which was the cause of a 
lot of spurious discharges.
One advantage of the present device is that the source 
can be kept anywhere in the chamber. This would enable one 
to put a target right inside the sensitive volume and one 
could observe the products of reactions.
This chamber can also be operated in the continuous 
streamer mode (Chapters II and IV), by changing the configura­
tion of the electrodes and scintillator. In that case, if a 
lead HV electrode is used, the precise determination of the 
direction of gamma rays can be made by studying the pair 
production.
This method of self-triggering might thus be applied to 
a variety of problems in which the directions of low energy 
particles must be recordodr
A P P E D I X A
Holiere's theory of multiple scattering 
Moliore adopts a method originally invented by Wenzel 
(1922) which consists of first determining separately, 
contributions to the scattering distribution due to the 
particles scattered once, twice n times in a layer
of matter, then summing these contributions to obtain the 
total angular scattering distribution. The improvement 
due to Moliere is the evaluation of these angular dis­
tributions on the basis of quantum mechanical solution 
of single scattering problem. He uses approximation of 
small angle scattering and therefore an expansion in 
Bessel function. Fourier integral has been used for 
the distribution of projected angles.
In this theory it has been shown that the scattering 
depends only upon a single parameter, describing the 
atomic screening, the critical screening ^  min, which can 
be calculated for the Fermi-Thomas distribution of 
electrons in atom, for any .more accurate electron 
distribution.
The Fermi-Thomas electronic screening field
2
V'Cï) UJ ( t A o)
Is Fermi-Thomas function represented by a sum of 
three exponentials. Using this potential and first Born
/approximati on,
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approximation, he obtains an expression for the critical 
screening angle which is valid at both limits y  | c/^yKcL 
I ...and also holds good with sufficient approxima­
tion in the intermediate cases.
rni r\ A. 2
(1.13 + 3-76V^)^ represents Moliere's correction factor
#„^('l/p)(P^3/^.5.g.5ao)-(Vp)Ao a.3
= Bohr radius = 0.529 x 10”® cm
1.167 ÿ  tin A.4
Wenzel‘s method of calculation leads to the definition of
the parameter B which is given by the expression
B - log B = b A,5
b A.6
where is a measure of the average number of collisions.
For approximation to be valid 1 / B ^  mus+- be negligible 
for Y\ . This would be the case for B 4.5, a 
condition satisfied by all materials for t"5^10  ^cm.
The root mean square value of the projected angle of 
scattering is given by
< <9 >  -  ^  -  0 - 1 1 7 / a. 7
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Ni^cim's theory of multiple scattering
Nigam (1963) derived expression for the mean projected 
angle of multiple scattering, using the distribution function 
for multiple scattering derived by Nigam et al. (1959)• He 
says that although Moliere's theory has been widely applied 
in interpretation of experimental results, Nigam et al. have 
pointed out that the formula given by Moliere for the 
scattering cross section of a charged particle by an atom in 
his theory of multiple scattering is inconsistent. The 
reason is that the Moliere’s calculation of the scattering 
amplitude includes an inconsistent expansion of the phase- 
shift in powers of T = / / "5 V*/S
Dalitz’s relativistic expression for the single scattering 
cross section derived in the second Born approximation for 
the scattering of spin half charged particle by exponen­
tially screened coulomb field has been used and the distribu­
tion function for multiple scattering has been calculated in 
powers of Y in a consistent manner by Nigam et al.(j 9 $ 9) 
The Exponentially screened coulomb potential is
va) = hlN/y) Êx)o(-'Aii') a.8
Where the screening parameter )\ = Xo" ^  is an 
adjustable parameter of the order of unit, which compensates 
for the use of a single exponential as the screening factor'of 
the coulomb field of an atom instead of a sum of three 
exponentials as done by Moliere.
/The
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The expression for the screening angle has been 
derived from the distribution function
The Moliere's correction term 3*76>^ is large for 
high Z. Thus, the effect of the deviation from the first 
Born approximation on the screening angle, as estimated 
by Nigam et al. is much smaller than as given by Moliere,
This is as it should be since the deviation from the first 
Born approximation is very small at small angles which go 
into the definition of screening angle.
The equation (/4 ^  ) shows that there are different 
screening angle and hence different multiple scattering 
for negatively charged particles (z = -l) and positive 
charged particles (Z = +1). In Moliere’s theory oC 
appears in even power, giving the same value for the particles 
of both the charges.
The parameters in terms of which multiple scattering 
is described are%^ / and B defined by the following
expressions ^
( o ^  C ^ / X ^ )  ~  2 0  -  (3.oCX<?/ f i ) O ~ 0  )
Lio
&  c 5  - ^ H
where c = 0,577215 is the Eauler’s constant. ^ is very
close to unity and its value may be of any importance only when 
comparing the multiple scattering of particles of equal mass and
energy but of opposite charges, /The
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The root mean s tuare projected angle of scattering
*9 — f  l (  i ~ B  A .11
WVUL(L
-  K [  i  (  Y / - : '  -
To = Y - e  ^ Ü - xr/ 4  / 8 
Y, a  0 • ^  5 s 0* - i  " i
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v/hii;L is the same as that obtained by Moliere's theory.
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A P P E N D I X B
ON FLUCTUATING DELiiY IN SPAPS GOUNTEP
lu was reported by Singh o.nd Saha (1961) that a
multiwire spark counter can give very fast rising pulses 
which can bo used in fast coincidence work. But 
Marinescu et al. (1967) measured the fluctuating delay 
between the passage of the charged particle and the 
appearance of the pulse. The experiment was done in 
air and they found a standard fluctuation of about 150
n sec. which shows that spark counters cannot be used
for fast coincidence work.
In the present work an attempt was made to measure 
this time fluctuation in the neon-helium spark counter 
described in Section 6.5. Because it was difficult to 
use two upon spark counters in coincidence due to their 
mutual inducing of pulses it was decided to use a scin­
tillation counter and a spark counter in coincidence.
A time to pulse height converter shown in Figure B.l 
consisting of a 6 BN 6 valve and E 180 F limiters was built. 
The output was amplified and fed into a multichannel analyser. 
Fiipire B.2 shows shift produced by a delay of 55 a sec, when 
the spark pulses were split up into two before being sent to 
limiters.
To obtain satisfactory measurements a fast discriminator 
would be required in the scintillation counter arm. At this 
stage, however, it was decided to give priority to the 
steamer chamber development and this line was abandoned.
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A 20-cni gap streamer cham ber is described together w ith  on the tracks in the various modes o f  opera tion  shows that an
details o f  the high voltage c irc u itry . A n  analysis o f  measurements angu la r reso lu tion  o f  1.5 m rad is a tta inab le .
1. Introduction
The tin illigap spark chamber has become a powerful 
instrument in particle physics. Systems for recording 
the data have been developed to such a degree that 
they now ofTer automatic determination o f spark 
addresses and on-line computer analysis o f the results. 
Simultaneously, development has occurred both o f 
the wide-gap spark and streamer chambers. Although 
they exhibit many advantages, few experiments have 
yet been reported in which they were employed. In 
the case o f the most promising, the streamer chamber 
with its potential for isotropic response, the major 
difhculty lies in the limited light output from the 
streamers.
In the latter case, it has been found possible to 
photograph the tracks with fast h im ; but, o f course, 
this is not ideal because o f the delays involved in 
development. On the other hand, the detection o f 
tracks by sonic or magnetostrictive techniques would 
seem inappropriate. However, it may safely be 
predicted that it is only a matter o f time before a 
method similar to vidicon-scanning w ill be possible, 
either directly or with an image intensiher. indeed 
the new English Electric “ image isocon”  may well 
prove to be sensitive enough for direct viewing.
It is important that knowledge o f the capabilities o f 
these chambers should not wait on the development o f 
techniques for automatic recording. Accordingly, in 
this paper, the design o f an isotropic streamer chamber 
with its associated high voltage pulse electronics is 
described; photographs o f particle trajectories with 
the chamber operating in a variety o f modes are 
presented; and quantitative estimates o f the spatial 
resolution attainable under the different modes are 
given.
2 . Apparatus
The streamer chamber shown in fig. I has a sensitive 
volume with dimensions: 20 x 20 x 20 (cm). The 12 mm 
walls o f the perspex box had “ O ”  ring grooves milled 
in them to allow both a flexible arrangement o f elec­
trodes and evacuation prior to filling with gas. In 
accord with the findings o f Garron c( a l.'), to ensure 
reasonable uniform ity o f electric field, large electrodes 
were constructed with dimensions: 61 x 61 (cm). Both 
6,4 mm aluminium plate and also wire-grid (2 mm 
spacing, 0.1 mm dia. stainless steel wire) electrodes 
were made. The latter were wound under tension on a 
61 X 61 X 0.64 (cm) perspex former with a 20 x 20(cm)
b.
(b)
Fig. I. Streamer chamber.
For continous streamer mode o f operation, with aluminium  
plate electrodes;
For projection mode, photography through transparent wire- 
grid electrode.
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. l our stage M arx  generator w ith pulse shaping spark gaps S6, S7 at the output. A  240 k V  pulse is transferred to the chamber 
e.'ectiodc.
hole ill I he ecnhe lo  correspond to the sensitive region, 
and thus constituted a double-plane grid. To allow 
*■()”  ring sealing, perspex spacers were cemented 
(I.CM. “ tensol” , no. 7) so that the wires were sand­
wiched in the cement. The sensitive gas was a m ixture 
ol' 70% ncoii and 30% helium. In some configurations 
the rear in te rio r wall o f the box was painted matt 
blacV lo  preclude retleclions.
The high voltage electronics is shown in fig. 2. Two 
volt coincidence pulses from  the particle counters are 
amplified in the valve c ircu it in which the CV4082 
produces a sharp 6 kV output pulse. This pulse 
triggers the first spark gap, in which barium titanate 
has been used successfully to facilita te the sparking^). 
Breakdown o f the 22 kV at this gap transfers the
charge from  capacitance 2500 pF to the first gap o f 
the M arx generator^).
This generator consists o f four cylindrica l rapid- 
discharge capacitances mounted coaxially w ith the 
stainless steel spark electrodes. Each capacitance 
charges up to 60 kV. When triggered, the spark gaps 
break down as they are over-voltaged ; and the final 
output pulse -  being the series sum o f the voltages -  
has a magnitude o f 240 kV. To facilitate rapid break­
down, small (2 pF) polystyrene dielectric by-pass 
condensers are connected as shown'^); and the compo­
nents and walls o f the generator are painted white to 
reflect the uv light from  one gap to the next.
The rather large inductance o f  the M arx generator 
(0.8 gH ) increases the rise time o f the output pulse.
A W I D E - G A P  S T R E A M E R  C H A M B E R 33V
However, this handicap may be overcome w ith the use o f 
the series-shunt spark gap method o f pulse shaping'’ ’^) 
The Marx output pulse charges up the enhanced stray 
capacitance C (2 2p F  constructed from alum inium  
foil and blocks o f polystyrene foam). Suddenly, the 
series gap breaks down and the charge is rapid ly 
transferred to the chamber electrode. The requirement 
o f a rapid rise in voltage is im portant as it reduces the 
ion d rift w ith in the chamber. The shunt gap is adjusted 
to allow a pulse o f suitable duration, typ ically 50 ns, 
to arrest the chamber discharge appropriately. The 
overall delay between the passage o f the particle and 
the application o f the high voltage is 420 ns.
3 . Q u a lita tiv e  perform ance
The in itia l experiments have been performed with 
cosmic rays, the triggering being achieved w ith  plastic
sc intilla tion counters mounted above and below the 
chamber. The flexible design allows the performance 
in the various modes to be studied.
The spark mode, w ith the bare electrodes exposed 
to the sensitive gas, was not very successful. Straight 
sparks were obtained but because o f the large clfcc- 
tive capacitance o f the M arx generator they were very 
th ick. We found it d ifficu lt significantly to reduce the 
current in the spark by using low value shunt resistors 
across the chamber, whilst simultaneously m aintaining 
the high efficiency o f the instrument.
When 12 mm thicknesses o f perspex arc interposed 
between the electrodes and the gas, streamer action 
results, that is, the only ions present in the visible 
track are due to m ultip lica tion  in the gas and arc not 
supplied by the electrodes, in an applied field o f 
12 kV/cm, fo r tracks lying near the direction o f the
I a
■ir
f  a
F-.
mü ü ü iii
_   ,
Fig. 3. Photographs o f streamers taken with a 35 mm camera, at a distance o f  about 1 m, w ith aperture / / 1 . 9. Ilfo rd  H P 4  film  used, 
which when developed w ith m icrophen at 2 0 °C  fo r 16 m in has a speed o f  1200 A S A .
a. Double gap continuous streamers. Photo shows knock-on particle from  central electrode;
b. Streamers, viewed from  side;
c. Streamer projection mode, photographed through w ire-grid electrode (12 k V /c m );
d. Streamer projection mode (24 k V /c m );
c. Curious, instantaneous results from  a shower seen in the projection mode.
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T a b l e  I
Analysis o f  measurements on cosmic ray tracks. Th e  values 
are averages as explained in the text. Th e  angular uncertainty  
is the standard deviation,
(I (///, - ///)^/(/i-1)}^ with n =  10,
i
ol the orientation o f the track. Th e last colum n refers to the 
degree to which the selected measuring points lie o lf the computed  
line.
Th e field strengths are nom inal, not measured values.
M ode
Field
strength
(k V /c m )
Angular
uncertainty
(m rad)
Standard
deviation
(m m )
C ontinuous streamer 
(fig. 3a) !2 1.5 ± 0 .1 0.34 ±  0.02
Stream er projection  
(fig. 3c) 12 2.2 ±  0.24 0.41 ±  0.03
Stream er projection  
(fig. 3d) 24 1.5 ±  0.08 0.44 ±  0.02
Disconnected streamer 
(fig. 3b) 12 4.2 ±  0.6 0.90 ±  0.07
field, the prim ary ions are accelerated, avalanches 
grow and coalesce to fo rm  a fine streamer as shown 
in fig. 3a. This coalescing holds fo r angles up to 
about 35“ , but the efficiency declines at the larger 
angles.
For directions nearly perpendicular to the field, the 
avalanches proceed in the direction o f the field. Tracks 
il|Crefore are indicated by the centres o f a large number 
JiTshort streamers, fig. 3b.
' F ina lly, in the streamer projection mode, w ith  the 
photography along the direction o f the field and 
^  H ig h  (he transparent grid electrode, fine tracks, 
^  be obtained w ith  pulses o f about 50 ns duration.
the tracks the ind iv idua l streamers may be 
distinguished as brigh t spots, fig. 3c, d. Very high 
m ultitrack efficiency is obtained in this mode; in  one 
instance th irty  simultaneous trajectories were recorded.
4 . Q u a n tita tiv e  perfo rm ance
Numerical estimates o f the spatial resolution o f the 
chamber operating in a variety o f modes have been 
obtained w ith the use o f a d ig itis ing microscope that 
records film  coordinates to an accuracy o f  2 ^m .
In our analysis, each cosmic ray track has been 
measured ten times. Each measurement consisted o f 
selecting ten (twenty in the projection mode) arb itra ry 
coordinate points along the track. The best straight line 
was then computed on the London Ferranti A tlas w ith
a least-squares fit. Ten independent values o f the track 
direction were thus obtained from  which the probable 
angular uncertainty was calculated. The average 
standard deviations o f the ten points off'the computed 
line have also been determined, to give an indication 
o f the trajectory straightness to be expected in a typical 
measurement o f ten arb itrary points.
The results o f the analysis on 50 tracks in the various 
modes are given in table 1, in the form  o f averages. 
The measurements on the mode depicted in fig. 3 are 
included in spite o f their lower resolution*, as this mode 
assumes considerable significance i f  three-dimensional 
determinations are contemplated.
5 . Conclusion
The results o f the analysis, fo r example, the 1.5 mrad 
uncertainty in track orientation, demonstrate the 
sensitivity o f the streamer chamber. In the design o f 
experiments, i f  the particle trajectories be mainly in 
the forward direction then the continuous streamer 
mode m ight prove best in view o f the good resolution 
-  viewed from  all sides -  coupled w ith the brighter 
trace. Furthermore, the uniform  intensity o f the trace 
m ight make it easier to detect w ith a scanning device. 
The streamer projection mode operated at a high 
field would be most suitable in cases when an isotropic 
response is required.
A lthough the quantitative results have been obtained 
w ith  the aid o f the human eye, we do not expect that an 
automatic recording device need show a diminished 
sensitivity. Indeed, the reverse m ight be true.
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